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THE EDITOR'S VIEW • • •
The regular reader of this magazine will recall that The
Checklist feature first appeared in the July issue of this
year. The editors intend that it will be a regular item if
valuable and timely information can be found . So far,
the information has come largely from the files and desks
of DFSR; we hope it has been found interesting and useful.
It is admittedly a catchall page, a sort of wrap-up of short
items which, though important, are not of sufficient import
to be expanded into full articles.
It is not possible or probable that all valuable bits of
safety information will e nd up in the offices of the DFSR.
Many find their way into base or command fly safe publ ications. Th is is good, but it seems wasteful to pass up the
opportunity to feed some of it to the agency which can, in
turn, give it to the largest possible audience. At this printing, 46,000 copies of Flying Safety Magazine go all over
the world. Our readership is estimated to be over half a
million . Naturally, the editors feel their responsibility to
t.his audience and wish to fill the pages with stories, hints
or suggestions which will save lives. We ask, then, that our
readers contribute items, however small, to the magazine

...
.,_,

for use within The Checklist (Page 20). Pass the word, and
thanks.
The 42nd Air Force-Industry Conference will meet on the
9th of this month at the Biltmore Hotel in Los Angeles. The
subject under discussion for this meeting of the regular bimonthly gathering will be Missile Safety. A banner turnout has already been indicated . The first of these conferences was held in January, 1954, when 21 conferees
met to discuss aircraft fuel systems and their relationship
to aircraft accidents. Since that time, the response and attendance has grown until now an average of over 200
leaders in the Aircraft Industry and the Air Force show up
for the valuable exchange of ideas and views. At most
meetings, Canadian industry and the RCAF also are represented. Four hundred persons are expected to be on hand
for the discussion of safety in missile operation. Experience
has shown that the meetings are invaluable a s a means of
enlisting the aid of industry in the USAF battle to reduce
the aircraft accident rate. FLYING SAFETY wishes to thank
and commend the conferees fo r their interest and help.
FDH

1

Setting tlie R ecord Straight
The "Follow the FSO" article (August )
is indeed a day in the life of Capt. Joseph
McClure, FSO of the 604l st Air Base
Group. Capt. George J ensen, also shown
with Cap tain McClure in pictu re number
one, is a pi lot and F 0 of th e 6000th O pera tions Squadron. orry if we confu sed
you.

* * *

Turnpike Gaze ttes
Th e articl e, "More Chart Cha tter," ( FLYING SAFETY, Marcl1) is indeed inform ative. At least it explai ns some of th e problems th e chartrnakers face. However, there
are several problems arising from th e new
F light Information Publication Enroute-Low Altitude Charts that seem, to me at
least, disgustingly ridiculous. Have the
neople who dreamed up this nightmare ever
flown a T-33 at night (alone) at 38,000
feet, about 10-15 knots below th e mach limitation, and attempted to fumble through
this maze of rabbit-eared " turnpike gazette " while flying th e bird with one's knees
and holdin g a fl ashli ght in the mouth ?
It ha s always been easier for me to " fly
off the map" and turn a page in a neat (but
old-fashioned type) Radio Facility Chart,
th an it is to unfold and fold several
gazettes.
In order to close with one bouquet for
th e charts instea d of the multitude of
brickbats th ey deserve, I would like to say
th at th e "Terminal Flight Information
(High Altitude)" -3 volume booklets are
th e "most." Congratulations are defini tely
in order!

grades th e purpose of th e accident investiga ti on program and precludes positive corrective action.
AACS controll ers will continue, as in th e
past, to use every means at their disposal
to prevent inadvertent gear-up landings. It
is requested that you poi nt out that determination for the gear- down position rests
with th e pilot and that air traffic control
personnel will not be assessed as co ntributory fa ctors to gear-u p accidents. May I
suggest that you so inform th e major air
commands so that th ey can advise th eir acciden t investiga ting personnel. I feel that
if our position is accepted a nd made a matter of USA F policy th is approach will more
accurately focus attention on the real cause
for gear-up aircraft accidents.

Ma j. Gen. Dan iel C. Doubleday,
USAF
Commander, Hqs AACS
Thank you, General, for your letter.
Headquarters USA F has notified us that
major comm<mds will be furnished the details of your suggestion through TIC Brief
No. 14.

CROSSFEED
LETTERS

TO

THE

EDI T OR

Capt. Charles E. Woods, USAF
Langley AFB, Va.

* * *

Inadvertent Gear-Up Landings
Head quarters Airways and Air Communications Service has always supported
USAF programs for th e prevention of gearup landi ng accidents by requiring our controll ers to issue gear-down reminders to
pilots of landing aircraft. We perform this
extraneous air t raffic control fun ction as an
aid in decreasing thi s type of aircraft accident and, despite th e fact that FAA never
ha accep ted thi s practice, we intend to
co ntinu e issuing gear- down reminders to
landin g aircraft.
However, as a resu1t of this practice, investiga ting boards have repeatedly held
AACS control person nel as con tributing to
aircraft ac idents involving inadvertent
gear-u p, landing . Accident investigating
boards appear to have interpreted the practi ce of issuing gear-down reminders as a
controller responsibility for determining
that th e landing gear is down. In a gearup landing accident involving a T-33 aircraft a t Sewart AFB on 9 November 1958,
th e tower controller issued gea r-down reminders to the pilot. Despi te this, and th e
fa ct th at controllers are not responsi ble for
th e landing confi guration of the aircraft,
the tower con troll ers were assessed as a
co ntributin g ca u e to the accident.
In th e numerous aircraft accident repor ts
we have reviewed at this headquarters, it
has become apparent th at many investigating boards and/or reviewing agencies
fail to pinpoint basic responsibility. The
above case of the air traffic controller's being assessed as a contributing factor is such
an example. This type of investigation de-
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From. Viet-Nam
Thank you for helpin g us get a flying
safety program going over here in VietNam.
Our new mailing address:

Senior AF Adv isor
APO 143 Box 26, San Francisco
Glad to be of help!

* * *

More on Guard Channel
I sincerely hope that th e letter "Guard
Channel" by Colonel 0. B. Steely, USAF,
in the July issue will be th e openin g shot
of a battle th at will con tinue until the
abuse of 243.0 mes has completely ceased.
Actually, he has only scra tched the surface
of a real problem whi ch should be blasted
wide open.
By th e very nature of its mission, th e
Coast Guard monitors guard channel UHF
(and VHF) perhaps as vigilantly as any
other service. H aving been assigned to
Search and Rescue units for tlrn past 15
years I feel qualifi ed to express some
opinions on this matter.
One of the recognized means of drawing
a tten tion is to make oneself unpopular.
This I shall do forthwi th.
The frequency 243.0 mes has often been
referred to among SAR pilots (no t in public, of course) as "Air Force Tactical."
Now, before you other service pilots, Coast
Guard included, sit back and chuckle, you
are just as bad, percentage-wise. All of our
Armed Services are composed of a crosssection of good, red-blooded American boys
witl1 the same attributes and shortcomings.

So if the Air Force comm its a grea ter nu mber of transgressions on 243.0, th en it is
only reasonable to assume that it is because th ey are grea ter in number of person nel.
Colonel Steely's main complaint appeared to be with regard to excessive
"ohecking on guard channel." I concur
wholehear.tedly with this assertion but there
is more, much more! Even more seri ous, in
my opinion, are such misuses as continuous
chatter duri ng gunnery runs and similar
exercises; practice GCA approacJrns, and
IFR clearances and read-backs. I have personally been witness to the foregoing on
num erous occasions. If the only air-ground
frequency available is 243.0 mes, then there
is only one place an IFR pilot should go:
back to the line. Tower operators who aid
and abet such practices are just as guilty
but perhaps less responsible ·than the pilots.
Many times in recent months when hearing obviously indiscriminate use of 243.0
while flyin g, I've called th e offender, identified myself as an SAR aircraft, and asked
if I could be of any assistance. This, I
thought, was being tactful in making my
point. I've gotten just about every manner
of reply, from "sorry, I did n' t realize" to,
in effect, "mind your own business." Keeping guard channel clear for its auth orized
pu rpose is my business, in part, and I intend to continue my efforts toward this end
even though I may appear obnoxious to
some jockey who has just put 15 holes in
tb e sleeve and wants all of hi s pals t o
know about it. I wonder how many of our
aircraft have disappeared without a trace
because some meathead had 243.0 blocked
whil e one of his fell ow pilots was tryin g
to get off a "MAYDAY" a he was pullin g
th e curtain. This makes it pretty tough for
tlrn AA Board to come u p with r ecommendations on how to prevent similar occurrences.
If you are still with me, let's shift to th e
constructive approach. Colonel Steely's recommendations are definitely worthy of considera tion but may I humbly suggest th at
corrective measures rwt be confined to th e
Air Force? Perhaps th e boys at Fort
Ru cker, odolk, Norton and Fli ght Safety
Secti on COGARD, Washin gton, will throw
th eir forces into the fray.
Until such tim e as every pilot can sit
back and say honestl y, "I have not made
misuse of 243.0 mes," gentlemen, th ere is
work to be done.

Cdr. Chas. E. MacDowell, USCG
Chief, Search and Rescue Sec
11th Coast Guard District, Calif

* * *

From. Scotlan d
This refers to your article "Corne Hom e
to Mama" in th e June issue of FL YING
SAFETY. I should like verifica tion of th e
statement, "You will not freeze to dea th
while sleeping. Getting chill y will wake you
up."

I've always been under the impression
that it is very dangerous to fall asleep
when th e tempera ture is well below freezing.

Capt. Wallace L. Emory
1631st AB Gp (MATS)
Prestwick Airport, Scotland.
Once warm and sheltered, sleeping is
0 K; getting chilled awakens you. I f already chilled, without shelter, falling asleep
may be fatal.

Altimeter problems will not
all be solved quickly or easily, but the
real bug-a-boo, misinterpretations,
can be erased by one of several methods.
An early acceptance of one
method will save many lives. Meanwhile

T

• • •

he B-47 pilot reported about 35 miles north of th e
range station at 28,500 feet and requested a radar
monitored jet penetration approach. Hi reque t was
granted and in a few minute he was on hi way down,
reporting that he was leaving 27 ,000; at 20,000 feet he
began his penetration.
Hi call was ackno wledged and he was asked to report
leaving 10,000 feet at a fan marker. No other transmissions were received from the B-47, and at 0130 of a dark
night, a great ball of fire was seen to the outheast of
the ha e. Simultaneou ly, the IFF beacon was lost on the
radar scope and the rest of the night was spent in the
ad task of picking up the pieces.
The findings of the accident board include, along
with operator-crew error, the tatement that "it is possible to set the altimeters currently in use, 10,000 feet in
error with the pressure reading in the Kollsman window
at exactly the same etting as a properly set altimeter,
and that the altimeter presently in u e in hi gh performance aircraft is difficult to read and easy to mi sinterpret
under night or instrument condition ." The board then
did consider, and rightly, that uch a mis etting could
hav been the reason for the lo of thi B-47.
The parent wing of the B-47 then submitted an urgent action UR on the present aircraft altimeter, recommending that: " ... positive 'stop ' be incorporated which
will allow use of full range of current pressure readings,
but will preclude manually moving the altimeter beyond
these settin gs."
The Aircraft Accident Board further recommended
that a priority tud y be initiated by the Directorate of
Flight Safety Research and Air Research and Development Center to develop a positive indicating and logical
pre entation type altimeter compatible with high performance aircraft maneuvers.
In April of this year another B-47 took off for a formation mission. Takeoff and join-up were accomplished
without incident. After approximately one hour of formation , a vi ual letdown and rendezvous was made with
a KC-97 aircraft for refueling. When refueling was completed a climb was establi shed to 30,000 on the pilot's altimeter, power was redu ced and the B-47 leveled off. At
this time th e Instructor Pilot in the rear seat saw that
his altimeter was reading 20,000 fee t. A crosscheck of
the three altimeters aboard di closed that the aircraft
commander' altimeter read 10,000 feet higher than the
oth r two. The mission was then completed without incide.n t, using the copilot' altimeter.
Investigation after the B-47 landed turned up no evidence that maintenance had been done on the altimeter
prior to flight. The altimeter in the aircraft commander's
position must have been turned up 10,000 feet on the
gro und by an unknown per on and thi was not noted
by the flight crew durin g preflight. This incident lends
more credence to the belief that the crash narrated above
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could have been caused b y Lhe ame error. Altimeters
Lhat can be misread by uch a margin leave much to be
desired.
ow here's a liLtle gem. During a routine navigation
fli ght in 1958, a T-33 pil ot with pa senge r arrived al
hi s de Lination , a midwestern field , and wa cleared for
penetration. Rei orted weath er was slightly above publi shed minimums and our pilot started down from what
he thouo-ht was 27,000 feet. GCA had been contacted and
two un successful runs were made. During both attempt
GCA had had no La rget on the precision scope. ow our
bo y tri ed a TVOR approach with radar as ist. This, too,
was no good. Somewhat desperate by now, the T -33 was
fl ow n to the nearb y muni cipal airport and an ILAS approach was tri ed. Again foil ed, the pilot climbed to what
he th ought was 7000 feet a nd he and his pas enger used
the nex t-of-kin switch and a nylon letd own. As yo u can
suppose there was no fu el left for a try at the alternate.
A review of th e taped transcript between T-Bird and
radar control revealed that the pilot reported he was at
700 feet indi cated during one point of the landing attempts. ince this was about 124 feet below the ground
elevation at the military base and 300 feet b elow the
ground elevation of the municipal airport, it was apparent to the accident board that our boy was misreadin g the altimeter. (The pilot stated later that he thought
he must have been in a valley! ) According to the pilot
and passenger it took them about 10 minutes to descend
from " 7000 feet" in their parachutes. About 17,000 feet
would be more like it for thi time interval. Small wonder that the precision scopes never picked up th e target.
This pi lot had never at any time come mu ch closer than
10,000 feet to the ground. Rather hard to break a minimum ceilin g from that altitude.
Th ere are at least three problem associated with current altimeters. The first relates to the lag in presentation which result in the I ilot bein g deprived of preci se
altitude information durin g some critical portions of
fli ght.
The second defi ciency inherent in the tandard 3pointer Air Force altimeter relate to the de ign which
permits inadvertent pre-setting so that an erroneous reading of 10,000 feet can be obtained.
The third defi ciency relate to the complexity of presentation, whi ch is conducive to mi interpreta tion. Thi
particular prob lem was recognized by the Air Force a
early as 1947 when the long time required for reading
and the possibility of error were factually e tablished .
That the altimeter prob lem is still current is emphasized by the fact that durin g the period from 1 January
1953 throu gh 31 December 1958, there were 33 accidents in which va rious defi ciencies of the altimeter were
either pro ven or uspected to be pertinent cau e factors.
These accid ents resulted in the destruction of 35 aircraft
and fatal injury to 53 per ons. In addition, one other
aircraft received major damage and an additional 27
person received less than fatal in j urie . Estimated dollar
co t oI hardware was $17,800,000. (A person could live
fairl y comfortably on a 4 per cent return from that
amount. )
On 1 April of this year, the Directorate of Flight and
All-WeaLher Testing, Wri ght Air Development Center,
completed a new eries of flight tests with the AA -5A
drum- poin ter altimeter. During the tests, the drumpointer wa in talled on tandard production trainer,
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fighter, cargo and bomber aircraft, and Lhe presenla Lion
and performance of the instrument was individually evalualed by 51 highly qualified test pilots during 170
fli ght and 725 hours.
The drum-pointer alLimeLer i compa rable in size and
wei ght to the present tandard altimeter. Basically, this
altimeter has two main displa y elements. The main circular dial uses a pointer to indicate divisions of less
than 1000 feet. The 100- and the 50-foot division are
marked. At the three o' clock position, a vertical drum is
visible through a vertical slot on the main dial. Indications of thousands of feet are provided b y the drum. The
di play principle is tha L of a moving scale, fixed pointer
type. Presentation of the barometric pre sure is accompli shed by the use of a four digit Veeder counter with direct readout at the six o' clock position on the mai n dial.
The drum-pointer altimeter, in Lhe config uration and
the presentation tested, was found to b e inferior to the
3-pointer altimeter now in use and unacceptable for general Air Force use. (The drum-pointer in tailed in the
B-52G is being retrofitted with the standard altimeter.
Thi is progress? ) It admittedly does a way with the
10,000-foot reading error, but introduces a 1000-foot
reading error which is especially dangerous at low altitude .
It also requires the pilot to give it more attention b y
havin g to monitor it very closely to b e certain tliat the
altitude he is fl ying i the one received verbally or noted
visually during GCA or ILS patterns. This i definitely
one of the biggest disadvantage , i.e., too much time is
involved in reading and interpreting the information presented. Additionally, the requirement to read two types
of di play did not appeal to the majority of the pilots.
This was not consistent with the requirement to simplify
the instrument display in high performance aircraft.
Therefore, the disadvantages of the instrument outweighed the advantages by a wide margin.
Among the latest altimeter development is the Model
R Servo Altimeter, which is a product of Bulova Research and Development Laboratories, Inc. The main feature of the Bulova Altimeter is it readability. The altitude is read from a section of tape scale bearing la rge,
clear fi gures. The total length of the tape is approximately 40 feet.
At sea level the numbered graduation are separated
a full inch for each 50 feet of altitude. At 20,000 feet
the numbered graduation mark each 100 feet; at 40,000
feet th e g raduations stand for 200-foot increment , and
from 60,000 feet up, the in crement are of 500 feet each .
(There are smaller, unnumbered graduations dividing
each of the major segments throu ghout tl1e tape.) This
tape pre entation supplies the greatest readability and
accuracy where most needed-at lower elevation and
landin g altitudes.
The tape is driven pa t a window b y a servo motor,
followin g the true altitude during climb or dive without
flu ctuation or huntin g a nd without the necessity of tap ping the case. Bulova !aims that under these conditions,
altitud e is indicated with an error of le s than 10 fee t
at sea level. The sensitivity is such that raising or lowering the altimeter as little as two fee t will give a vi ible
indi cation on the scale at sea level. A for accuracy,
Bulova claims that wh n the in trument is taken fr om
sea level to a hei ght of 100,000 fee t a nd then retu rned
to sea level, th e error will still not exceed the original
3

Pilot's view of Bulova altimeter showing tape method of presentation.

10-foot tolerance mentioned a:bove.
The design principle constitutes a departure from conventional practice. The altimeter's sensing elements are
aneroid capsule and the output of the sensing elements
is transferred electrically to the indicating mechanism,
the calibrated synchronized tape scale, thereby freeing
the sensing elements from mechanical work. According
to Bulova, "the consequent elimination of friction has
produced a sensitivity of a previously unknown order.
This permits the capsules to develop their inherent accuracy to the fullest." The fully transistorized servo amplifier assures stable performance over the wide range of
ambient conditions encountered in aircraft operations.
Acceleration effects are eliminated by reverse phase signal to the transistorized amplifier from an additional set
of coils and rod armature.
As for general specifications, the Model R has a nominal altitude range from -1000 to + 100,000 feet; a barometric setting range from 28.00 to 31.00 inches Hg; a
weight of 4.9 pounds; and its size is 31/z" x 311.i," x 81/z"
plus connectors.
During a six-month period, engineers of the Bulova
Research and Development Laboratories conducted tests
to compare the reading time required and the number of
errors committed in reading the Bulova altimeter, as compared with a typical pointer-type altimeter.
Of 241 readings made with a Bulova al timeter, 8 resulted in error, an error percentage of 3.3. Of 235 readings made with the conventional type altimeter, 129 resulted in error, a percentage of 54.9.
The average reading time for tests with the Bulova instrument was 3.4 seconds. With the older type, reading
time averaged 7.3 seconds. Included in the test groupin addition to pilots, experienced instrument engineers
and technicians-were people with no instrument experience whose error s, of course, affected the percentages.
When a group composed exclusively of pilots read the
Bulova instrument, the average reading time was considerably faster than the 3.4 figure given for the mixed
group.
The tests previously mentioned were made in the laboratories. The Bulova altimeter is being tested in fli ght,
as well. It has been installed in a Boeing 707 commercial
jet transport, KC-135 Air Force jet transport/ tanker,
YC-97J Air Force turboprop transport, Convair C-131
Air Force transport, Douglas DC-8 commercial jet trans-
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port, C-133 Air Force turboprop transport, Lockheed
E lectra turboprop commercial transport, F-104 Air Force
jet interceptor, orth American F-lOOF Air Force jet
fi ghter-bomber, and a Beech Model 18 executive transport.
Reaction to the Bulova instrument by the men who
have flown it has been consistently goo d. Mr. A. M.
"Tex" Johnston, Test Pilot for Boeing Airplane Company of Seattle, says, in part: "Readability of the instrumen t (in the 707 prototype) is very good. The possibility of ambiguous readings is greatly reduced compared with presently used al timeters ... The sensitivity
of the instrument is such that altitude changes of 5 to 10
feet are readily detectable ... The presentation requires
very little adaptation by the pilot. It seems quite natural
to ' fly toward the number.' ... The behavior of the instrument was observed during a descent of 6000 fpm indicated , from 35,000 to 15,000 feet. The readability of
the instrument during the descent was satisfactory and
it is felt that much larger rates of descent could be accomplished with no difficulty."
Mr. A. W. "Tony" LeVier of Lockheed, says : "It (the
altimeter) has been cause for many aircraft accidents,
and I can remember a few times when I missed reading
the correct altitude. Your new altimeter should be extremely u eful in flight test aircraft as well as regular
military or commercial types."
All, of course, is not perfect in this new instrument.
One of the primary objections is that the altimeter is
electrically powered and would be inoperative with power
failure. Two things then are needed here: one, a fail-safe
indicator and the other, of course, a provision for an alternate source which would allow the instrument to sense
directly from the atmosphere in event of power failure.
Fighter pilots wonder if the altimeter will be readable
in high speed dives, or if they will see a blur as the tape
goes by. If the tape does move too rapidly .to be seen: a
companion window with another tape showm~ larger I~
crements of altitude moving more slowly might be m
order.
According to its representative, Mr. Jack Conroy, Bulova has considered these obj ections and can surmount
the difficulties with minor modifications. Large aircraft
Cutaway of Bulova altimeter showing basic parts of inst;ument wh!ch
include (left to right) altimeter windows , baro!'"etric correct!on
knob, and tape drive ; servo motor and acceleration compensating
mechanism; three aneroid pressure capsules; and the p1tot tube
connection. Tape is 40 feet long with gradations varying from 50
to 500 feet per inch.
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can, of course, have back-up altimeters for emergency
use. The smaller birds are already pinched for space and
must have an instrument comparable in size to the present
one and it must be full y reliable in itself.
Wright Air Development Center recently made a prelimin ary evaluation of the Bulova Altimeter. The instru·
ment was flown and evaluated by 11 pilots of the Fighter
Operation s Branch during 51 hours of flying in the FlOOC. From this evaluation it was concluded that:
• It had no fail-safe capability.
• It was not compensated for position error.
• It is easily read in all modes of flight except during
very rapid changes of altitude.
• The barometric setting window is too large and too
many turns of the knob are necessary to set the barometric
pressure.
If the Bulova tape altimeter is considered for Air
Force use, it is recommended to the Flight Control Laboratory that the altitude window be larger in size ; that
the instrument have fail- safe and compensating capabilities, and that no final decision be made until an evaluation is completed in aircraft types other than fighters.
(Twenty-five instruments have been ordered by W ADC
and most of them will be field tested by the various
commands.)
Most of the evaluation was conducted on lo cal test
flights. The majority of the pilots felt that the instru·
ment provided altitude reference quickly and with a mini·
mum chance for error. Few reading errors were made.
About 50 per cent of the pilots experienced some trouble readin g the tape during hi gh rates of descent but
felt that it was adequate. Seven pilots liked the scale without qualification and the other four had divided opinions. Two of these four pilots felt that the scale was too
large and that the instrument was too sensitive for an
altimeter which is not compensated for position error.
The altimeter was evaluated in all types of flying, including climb, descent, small altitude changes, climb and
descent in high G turns and fli ght turbulence. Some
jerkiness was noted on the first few fli ghts, but this ap·
parently cleared up and was not noticed again. No oscillation was noted during any of the flyin g. A 3000- to
4000-foot lag was experienced in the extremely high
rates of ascent (approximately 35,000 fpm) used in the
LABS maneuver. This lag prevented proper level off at a
predetermined altitude. The instrument tested is not capable of being compensated for static source position error
and a new development program would be necessary to
equip the Bulova altimeter with this capability. Compen·
sation is now considered essential in most late model aircraft because of the large position errors at the higher
altitudes and speeds.
An English company, Smith's Aircraft Instruments,
Ltd., has come up with an altimeter which is similar in
principle to the Bulova model. Movement of the pressure
sensitive element in the rear of the case actuates the
armature of a light electro magnetic pick-off. This contrasts with the conventional altimeter where the pressure
sensitive element has to drive the complete linkage and
gearing to the presentation.
The electrical output from the pick-off is fed into an
external amplifier, the output of which feeds a motor
within the altimeter. This servo loop enables a linear
drive to be taken from the motor to operate the counter
system, which registers height up to 99,950 feet in 50SEPTEMBER,
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Pilot's view of Smith's Altimeter showing window and pointer system.

foot steps, and a pointer which registers 1000-foot
changes in height per revolution.
The method of indicating thousands of feet by the
two large flourished numerals in the windows of the
dial makes a mistake of 10,000 feet in altitude reading
virtually impossible, according to the manufacturers. The
large sweep hand revolvin g once per thousand feet pro·
vides an ideal presentation in their opinion.
The readings of this pointer are duplicated in 50-foot
steps by smaller green colored numerals on the altitude
counter presentation. The sweep hand should not significantly obscure the large counters which point out the
thousands of feet. Ground pressure is set by a knob which
operates counters covering the range 800 to 1050 millibars. Movement of the setting knob operates a sliding
worm shaft differential mechanism between the indicat·
ing mechanism and the pick-off element. A signal is
thereby fed to the amplifier and hence to the motor
which rotates until a null signal is reached. In this manner the altitude indicating counters and pointer are
moved in accordance with the ground pressure scale adjustment.
Three small windows in the upper part of the dial ex·
hibit the word " Off" in the event of failure of the electrical suppl y. Temperature compensation is incorporated
by means of a bi-metallic linkage between the capsule and
the " I" bar. Compensation is adjustable over the hei ght
range and gives temp erature correction from - 20 ° C to
+ 50° C.
The Smith's altimeter with amplifiers weighs 10.125
pounds and the instrument itself is housed in a 31,4~'
S.A.E. case. As far as can be checked, W ADC has not
yet evaluated this instrument but DFSR has asked that
this be done. Further information on this altimeter will
be passed on to the reader as it becomes available to the
editors.
It is widely acknowledged that altimeter problems
resulting from supersonic speeds and great altitudes are
not to be solved easily. But it is not at these altitudes and
speeds tha t altimeter errors are killing pilots today.
We are still losing pilots because of altimeter misinter·
pretation close to the ground, either in letdowns or final
approaches. The old 3-pointer system is known to be
confu sin g and it seems only sensible that a simpler, easy
to read presentation be adopted while the technicians
are working out the other problems. How long must the
pilot's refrain continue to be- "Nobody Knows How High

I Am!"
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Wherein C. Z. introduces a Second Lieutenant
to the joys and hazards of cross-country flyi ng .
All, of course .. . ..

Archie D. Caldwell, Operations Analysis Branch, DFSR

T

he paper work had all been taken
care of, even to the important
point of advance per diem.
Everything was in readiness. The two
recently modified Century jobs were
to be flown from the overhaul facility back to the base.
The operations and maintenance
officers were in good spirits. The
overhaul boys had completed the
work ahead of schedule, the sun was
shinin g, "happy hour" at the club
that night, and the accident rate was
zero-had been for a year! What
could be b etter?
The ops phone interrupted the
pastoral scene.
"Base operations, Major Shaw here
What? . . . Yessir . . . They' re ready
on the coast for us to pick 'em up
.. . He did what? .. . Yessir, but
. . . Yessir, but couldn ' t we? .. .
Maybe we could get someone else?
. . . Yessir . . . As you wish . . .
thank you . . . 'bye."
T he maintenance offi cer noticed the
look of stark terror on Shaw's fa ce.
"Who was it, Bob ? You look like
someone whose income tax return is
6

being looked at by the T·Men ."
" It was the Colonel, Steve. He's go t
bad news. He broke his ankl e waterskiing over the weekend."
" The Colonel?"
"No, knu cklehead, Captain Hambley broke his ankle and won' t be
able to pick up the airplanes."
"That's not so bad, Bob . We can
get an IP from one of the squadrons.
No sweat. Besides, it'll be good training for that new yo ung sport who
just joined us, getting to go along
with one of the old hands. Do him
good. I' ll call the Colonel . . . "
Major Shaw put a restrainin g hand
on Steve's arm.
'·Nice try, old friend , but we're in
deep serious trouble. The old man 's
already picked a substitute."
" You don' t mean ... ?"
" Who else?"
The operations sergeant pau sed
and walked to the door of the operations officer's office. "That's funn y,
Hazel," he said to the steno, " I
co uld swear those two in th ere are
cryin g."
Captain Chauncey Z. Chumley

filled out the Ai ght plan wi th a
flouri sh, and handed it to the op ~
clerk. As the clerk was making co rrections, Chaunce studied the brighteyed seco nd lieutenant, who appeared
to be a bit bewi ldered by the whole
program.
Chaunce smiled and put a pa ternal
hand on the Lieutenant's shoulder.
"Fi rst time retrieving machines
from facelifting, lad? "
"Yessir Captain, I just finished
Ayin g schoo l last March, got my
field checks in okay and my tra nsition a ll finished up. My squadron
commander thou ght that a supervi sed
cross-co untr y wou ld ... "
"And he's ri ght, lad, dead right.
You just stick with yo ur old dad here
and yo u' ll find that the world is your
oyster. I've got a black book that's
unequalled anywhere in thi s ma n's
Air Force. And I am a bit famous,
even if I do say so. You' ll note that
I always carr y my hard hat wherever I go . And the flam e-red fli ght
suit and th e polka-dot scarf. Yessir,
ever y in ch an aviator. But, enou gh
of th i prattle, laddy-bu ck, what say
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we crank up and get those birds into
the blue."
"Okay, Captain, you gonna brief
me now or wait until we get out to
the aircraft?"
"Am I going to do what? " Chaunce
looked askance. "Listen, son, you're
out of flying school now, boy, you' re
on your own. You just follow old
master here and do what I tell you.
No need for briefings when old
Chaunce is your leader. If anything
comes up that's out of the ordinary,
I'll brief you in the air. You're first
balloon material, boy, you mustn' t
con cern yourself with trivials."
The departure was uneventful, with
the exception that C.Z. copied the
clearance improperly, took off with
the speed brakes extended and
cleared traffic in the wrong direction.
Once airborne, the fli ght went
smoothly with the new lad leadin g
every other leg and C.Z. flying a
sloppy wing position. At the threequarter point li ghtning flashes were
observed ahead and to both sides of
the intended course. The old 'pro'
calmly assumed the lead and gave his
wingman a complete briefin g : " Sti ck
close at hand, lad, those are cumulobumpus. A chap could get hurt up
here"
They hit the dark clouds earlier
than C.Z. intend ed, for he was cau ght
with his head in a sleeping swan position trying to find the frequen cy of
the nearest GCI station when the bottom fell out.
" o time for frequen cy finding
now," he said to himself. " Best thing
to do is to try and keep up side
right."
Chaun ce forced his feet back to the
rudders, tried to pi ck out the instrument that was movin g the least, and
finally settled on the attitude indi cator. He managed to right the fi ghter
and find the mike button all at the
sam e time.
·'Hey there lad, how you doin'?
Just sti ck close to me and we'll be
out of this before you can say . ..
Yipes ! ! Did you see that other machine? The idiot just missed us."
"I think that was my airplan e you
saw, Captain." The Lieutenant's voice
was strained but not to the point of
pani c. " I'll continue on course and
maybe we can break out on top ."
"No. No. Don ' t do that. No, o."
C.Z.'s voice sounded like doom itself.
"No, take a headin g 10 degrees to
the ri ght. I'll turn 15, no 10 degrees
lef t. Right ? And you' re left fo r a
heading of 15 degrees, right?"
SEPTEMBER,
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The new boy sounded calm and collected. "I'm on top now, sir, we were
right below the tops . Are you climbing through it?"
Chaunce's aircraft came roaring
through the mist in full afterburner,
a scant hundred yards from his
wingman on a collision course.
"Through superior airmanship," as
C.Z. described the incident later, a
midair was avoided .
Arrival over the home station was
uneventful with both aircraft in the
clear on top. Standard penetration
with a GCA pickup was requested and
approved. In another six minutes
Chaunce could be headed fo r the club .
The two ships in tight formation entered the undercast at an alarming
rate of descent as C.Z. fumbled with
th e letdown diagram. The Lieutenant
stuck like glue to the win g position.
He had found out the hard way that
it was far safer to stay where he
could watch his fearl ess leader.
" Penetration turn coming up lad.
How are you doing on fuel?"
" Enou gh for the approach and
maybe one go-around but that's about
it. Can we make it a full stop out
of the GCA run?"
" Oh very well. I had planned for
a fast pass and tight overhead but
if you don't think you 've got enou gh
fuel we can make it a .. . "
The painting on the side of the
tru ck was unmistakable- BEKINS. It
was passed in a flash and a barn
hove into view. The world 's greatest
aeronaut quickly analyzed the situation, split the difference between the
ground and the base of the overcast
and cancelled his GCA run.
" Well done, lad . Good formation.
Mu st have an altimeter that's a little
haywire in this machine. Saw the
ground just before passin g throu gh
on e thou sand. No sweat now though,
the strip is dead ah ead. Take your
spacin g boy, and fo ll ow me!
Both
"birds"
touched
down
smoothly and were taxied to the line
and shut down. C.Z. was out of his
bird before the RPM dropped below
15 per cent and leaped onto the Lieutenant's win g.
" Now we won't say an ythin g to
anyone about our little in cidents toda y durin g the thunderstorm pen etration and the letdown. Don' t want anyone to know you lost sight of the
leader now do we? You kno w how
gossip gets around and besides. it
mi ght affect your promoti on to first
balloon. On e hand washes the oth er,
heh, heh!"

" But Captain, I wouldn' t have lost
you if you hadn't made those abrupt
chan ges in attitude and altitude and
if we had had a prearranged plan on
separation. And planning your course
through a severe weather area didn't
make things any better. And on the
letdown , I'm sure that you must have
just ... "
" It's all right lad, I won't tell a
soul if you don't .. . yes ~ir, a First
Lieutenant before you know it."
"Okay, I'll go along with the gag,
Captain, but if I ever get scheduled
as your wingman again I'll break my
ankle."
Inside base ops, the operations offi cer and the maintenance officer sat
listening to Chumley.
" Are you sure nothing happened to
either aircraft ?" Major Shaw asked.
" Not a thin g."
" othing unusual occurred . o violations of fli ght plan, no excessive
radio chatter, no close calls?"
" 1ot a thing," replied Chumley.
"Simply another magnificent exampl e of man's mastery over the machine."
" You condu cted an adequate briefing of your wingman prior to takeoff? Covered any unexpected occurren ce?"
" No fear when Chaunce is near,"
C.Z. beamed . "I guess I'll just stroll
to the club to get the trail dust out
of my lungs. Coming Lieutenant? "
" Not ri ght now sir. I'll be along
in a minute."
The three stood watchin g as
Chaunce strolled toward the club,
helm et under one arm.
"Well Bob, I guess wonders will
never cease, maybe he's finally learning."
" Yep, looks like he made an uneventful fli ght and completed the
mission without incident."
The two were interrupted by the
Lieutenant who- until this time- had
remained silent.
"Sir?"
" Yes. What is it?"
"Is it always this tou gh to make
First Li eutenant?" .A
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One big problem in air traffic
control is to squeeze the airborne
traffic into the terminal areas . . . .

Tiie Small En

\

ol Ille Funnel
Maior G eneral Da niel C. Doubleday, Commande r,
AACS ., and Charles W. Antweile r, ATC Consultant .

t' been aid that the most critical phase of fli ght is
the approach and landing. This is open to argument.
There are some who co ntend that with the later types
of jet aircraft the situation is critical from the time the
pilot files a flight plan until he has completed the mision and ettled his nerve with a couple of martini . At
any rate, the approach and landing sequence is the
phase of flight that eems to introduce the most problem to the air traffic controller. We can easily see why
this is so.
To use a simple analogy, the approach and landing
pha e of flight represents the small end of the funnel
which has been filled by aircraft arriving from every
direction. ntil reaching the terminal area, each aircraft,
if IFR, is protected by an enormous cocoon of air pace.
Each is happily aware that no other IFR traffic is permitted clo er than 1000 feet above or below him, or,
generally speaking, closer than 10 minutes flyin g time
ahead or behind him.
Many such widely spaced aircraft are convergin<Y on a
single point in space and each proposes to land a soon
as possible on a single tiny strip of concrete a few hundred feet wide and in the neighborhood of 10,000 feet
long. Several things must happen in order for as many
aircraft as possible to land on that strip in the horte~ t
time period.
More precise navigation is demanded in the terminal
area. The flight path is carefully controlled and firm
discipline is exerci ed among the aircraft involved. Becau e of the more careful adherence to greatly reduced
tolerances in navigation and timin g, the cocoon of protective airspace can be reduced to a bare 3 miles of radar
separation in the terminal area . This means that an aircraft is landing on that tiny strip of concrete every 1112
minutes, give or take a few secon ds.
Anyone familiar with the volume of today' air traffic
can ea ily see that a ll/2 minute interval is not sufficient
to permit all of the aircraft to land at exactly th e time
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they might prefer. The ystem has not yet been devi ed
which will allow the small end of the funnel to discharge
aircraft at the same rate the big end can accept them,
particularly when departing aircraft must somehow be
andwiched in between the arrivals.
The landing rate is increased where possible, but with
each increa e in the landing rate there is a corresponding
increa e in the degree of precision required during the
approach and landing maneuver. The landing interval is
kept to the minimum commen urate with the degree of
precision pos ible under the present state of the art. Any
further reduction would introduce a risk not believed to
be warranted in a peacetime situation .
If more aircraft are schedul ed to arrive wi thin a given
time period than the minimum safe landing interval will
permit, omeone i delayed in order to establish that
minimum interval prior to arrival over the approach gate.
This delay may be effected by holding aircraft, either en
route or in the terminal area, by planned deviation
from the most direct route (path stretching), by speed
control or by properly schedulin g departure to make
goo d a predetermined arrival time. All of the e techniques are effective and are in daily use, but each has
definite disadvantages . For example:
• Holding aircraft con ume a great amount of airspace.
The jet aircraft in a two-minute holding pattern at
30,000 feet h as exclusive use of a segment of airspace
just 3 square mile less than the area covered by the entire State of Rhode Island. Obviou ly, the controller can
easily get into a bind by indiscriminate holding. He can
quickly block avenues of departure and arrival to the extent that departing aircraft wo uld be forced to remain
at low altitudes for extended periods of time. We are
told that a deviation by certain jet aircraft from optimum altitude result in a fuel penalty which amounts to
something like 1000 pounds per hour for each 4000 feet
of deviation from optimum altitude.
• ·Path stretchin g, whil e a very effective technique with
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radar and quite neces ary for fine grain adjustments in
th e terminal area, results in an extravagant use of a controller's time because it means an extra amount of attention to a single target. The con troller takes over the
job of navigating for the pilot. This is not de irable an d
hould be avoided wherever possible.
• Speed control is somewhat les effective than either of
the two techniques discussed above. While speed co ntrol
i a standard and often used technique in terminal areas,
it takes a large chan ge in peed over a considerable
period of time to produce a significant adjustment in
arrival time over a predetermined point. To illustrate, adjusting the speed of an a ircraft from 450 miles per hour
to 400 miles per hour over a distance of 300 miles will
a lter the arrival time by a mere 5 minutes. Further, unless u ed with extreme care, the speed control technique
gets prett y close to letting the controller fly the aircraft.
Again, thi i somethin g the controller hould try to
avoid.
• Scheduling departure time to make good a desired
arrival time is, likewise, a technique of limited value.
It is difficult to apply because of the large amount of coordination required and at best will accomplish only a
crude schedulin g at destination with a certain amount of
holdin g, speed control or path stretchin g still bein g required. Also, it pu ts the air traffic controller in the aircraft dispatchin g business, which is undesirable because
of the other company business con siderations involved in
di spatching. It is throu gh an application of this technique, however, that user agencies are in a position to
help AAC tremendously and to help themselves by decreasing the air traffi jams that occur during the approa ch and landin g phase of fli rrht.
What I am about to propose will not ga in popular
support. It is certainly not the most desirable course of
action, but until the landing rate can accommodate all
ai rcraft without delay, each bit of relief is welcome.
Our trouble stems partiall y from the fact that there

Problems of se paration at altitude are magnifi ed in land ing phase.

a re a great many organization and individual who are
operating on a 9-to-5 ba is. I, too, favor regular, usual,
and comfortable hour of operation, but only if they do
not interfere with the proper condu ct of the U AF mission .
When the desired amount or kind of flying activity
cannot be accompli hed because of traffic jams which
create intolerab le delays, then there may be interference
with our mi sion. The under tandahle desire of flyin g
per onnel to maintain banker ' hours is one of th e reasons why more traffic is being concentrated into a shorter
period of time than the air traffic control y tern has the
capacity to handle.
I give you a factual example: At an overseas fi ghter
base, AACS services were being criticized quite severely.
The base had a history of incident reports involving
near mis es and exce sive delays. The delays occurred
both on the ground and in the air. An Air Traffi c Control evaluatio n team examined the itu ation and found,
among other things, that 82 per cent of the traffic at the
base was handled between 0600 and 1800.
A more detailed examination revealed an evenly spaced
repetition of periods of exces ive delay to arriving aircraft. Delays occurred between 1030 and 1200 hours and
again between 1500 and 1630 hours. Traffi c jams during
these period s resulted in several emergency landings
from minimum fuel conditions caused by excessive holding. P eak periods were occurrin g simply becau e a large
number of aircraft from the base in que tion and from
two other adjacent bases were starting their flying activities around 0900 and were landing near lunch time ;
and following a 1300 takeoff, were gettin g back for the
closedown of operations at the normal 1700 quitting time .
To repeat, I have no quarrel with the desire to maintain normal duty hours. It is only when my people must
endure unwarranted criticism because individual pilots
and / or fl yin g organizations insist on maintainin g a comfortable and convenient schedule that I must point out
that the traffic jam and tho e delays during the final
phase of fli ght are, to a degree, matter of the user's
own choice.
The same corrective action call ed for at that overseas
base can be applied, to some extent, to nearl y every one
of our operational USAF bas . In many cases, a simple
revi ion of flyin g schedules will effectively reduce the
traffi c jams. Operators and pilots ca n, through more carefu l planning, arrange their departu re time to make good
a predetermin ed arrival time which will not coincide
with the usual period of peak activity. While we are not
suggestin g that yo u do all of yo ur flyin g at night, we can
certain 1y offer the suggestion that if yo u are too concerned about excessive holdin g, or if you are worried
about a possible collision with someone in an overly
crowded termin al area, you can genera lly avoid it by
arranging to arrive after five o'clock in th e afternoon or
before nine o'clock in the morning.
There are many among you who cannot adjust schedules because of particular circumstan ces and many other
who will prefer to take a chance on the delay and the
increased danger of collision in the crowded terminal
area. To tho e I can only say, "Be alert." The problem is
acute at certain locations. Only by being wide awake and
by carefull y ob erving all the rules can you increase the
probability that you will stay alive to fl y another time.
9

Tips for
I

n 1956, the T-33 had 293 major accidents, 244 in
1957, and 164 in 1958. These figures are not quoted
to impress you with how good we are a t DFSR but
rather to let yo u know that we do look at a fe w accident
report each year. As we look at the e reports, certain
factors become quite evident. In passing this in formation along, it is hoped that at least one of you will read
and heed- a nd thus prevent just one accident.
Pilots are convinced that "it won't happen to me."
These are the "seat-pin-l eaver-inn ers," the " 12.00-mileinto-an-80-knot-headwind cl ea rers," and th e cruise climb
expert with no pre surization. These are the overconfident types, with the low quarter shoes and no gloves.
Maybe they' re real religious; they sure have faith. You
want to come take a look at our records? It can happen
to A YBODY.
Some pilots are careless. These are the "gun-bay-doorand oil-cap-forgetter ; " the " pitot-cover-leaver-onn ers,"
and the " I-forgo t-to-check-the-oxygen" types. Maybe a
small part of this is ignorance or lack of knowledge, but
if this i so, it's a very mall part. Maybe these type
are under the influence of a drug commonly known as
"carele sness" or "complacency." It breed from over
familiarity. It's a dangerous dru g, habit formin g, a killer.
There are too many user in the Air Force tod ay but,
take heart, the habit can be li cked. It' real easy, too ;
just use th e antidote, the checklist. If yo u want to read
some "careles " type accident reports, we've got 'em.
A few pilots will deliberately take chance for no good
reason. These are th e types who land with one tip full ,
one empty; try to stretch a compl etel y loused up simulated flameout pattern to the runway, or et her down althou gh the GCA was 'way too long and th ere's only 2000
feet of runwa y left. It's hard to guess why these poeple
do as they do; they know better, but th ey do it anyway.
Maybe they don' t want to admit they've made a mistake.
Maybe this would brui e their egos. They usually wind
up by bruising som ethin g else. These kids- if they only
knew it- have everything to lose and ab olutely nothin g
to gain . We've go t files full of reports of accid ent by
these experts.
10

-Bird Drivers
Some pilots are reluctant to ask for help. These are
the " lost" types who request no steer from nobody. The
types who never have called and never will call the tower
for help when they have an emergency; the types who'll
try to remember emergency procedures when Mobile has
a fli ght manual and a guy who can read. Th ese are the
guys who wouldn't ask GCI for a headin g around the big
hairy thunderbumper up ahead if their lives depended on
it. This may come as a rude shock to some but that's exactly what it amounts to in some cases. We've got files
full of reports of this type of accident too. Sure, some of
'em are marked " undetermined" because we cou ldn' t be
absolutely ure, but yo u can r ead between the lines.
Some pilots wi ll not let others know when they're in
troubl e. Granted, there are ome emergencies where help
from the ground-or air-won' t do any good. These are
the guys who continue a fli ght with a maybe-not-toopressin g emergency. They make position reports and talk
to others but they don't tell anybody their troubles.
Some of 'em make it okay and some of 'em don' t. Some
of the e are marked " undetermined" too, but you can
read between th e lines. Th e ones who don' t make itmaybe tellin g somebody their woe wou ldn't have helped
them any, but it might help the next guy.
So, what can be done? Let's disregard for a minute
the materiel failure type of accident and speak only of
those that co uld have been prevented if the pilot had
straightened up and flown right. Every month we have
one or more accidents because the pilot allowed the aircraft to contact the ground short of the runway. This
ca n' t be because our runways are too short, since you
can fl y from coast to coast or from Mexico to Canada
and never land on anything horter than 10,000 feet.
Even if you are going to Podunk, it's a good bet they've
go t 7000 feet at least, so length isn't the answer. Maybe
this is a throwback to the old days when, in order to be
" hot" yo u had to "put 'er on the numbers." A T-33 looks
pretty sill y sittin' on its stomach 100 feet short of two
miles of paved runway. Bet the pilot feels sillier. So let's
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get off of thi s numbers kick and cross the fence with
enou gh on the clock to be good and safe. So yo u do
land 1000 feet down- thi s is bad?
While we're on landing accidents, let's discuss the
clown of the briney, the porpoise. Every month somebody makes like a porpoise. ow the T-Bird gear is a
sturd y one and it will take a lot of lumps, but let's face
it-you can break almost anything if you try hard
enough. In the first place, the reason for a porpoise is
known and has been publicized. Most of 'em develop
from trying to spike the airplane on the runway before
it is ready to stop fl ying. This, you should not do, but
if you do and a porpoise does develop, you can still pull
the fat out of the fire and lose nothing more than a little
"face." Just follow the procedures outlined in the flight
manual.
Another type of accident that happens every now in a
once and a while is call ed "gettin g on the back side of
the power curve." This happens on takeoffs, and what it
actually means is the aircraft gets in an attitude where
the total push available just isn't enough to overcome the
drag and weight present. This is very embarrassing- to
the pilot, not the airplane-because very soon sparks will
fly, metal will be scraped, heads will turn and the pinochle game in the crash station will be broken up. (No
offense intended.) Endless forms will have to be filled out
and statements made and recorded. The engine will be
shipped for TDR because the pilot is convinced that he
had a power loss. In 1957 we tried to correlate this type
of accident to hi gh alti tude and hi gh temp eratur e
situations. It is true that these accidents usually happen
in the good old summertime and some of them do happen at high altitude fi eld . However, our records show
that as many "back side of the power curve" type accidents happen at low altitude fields as at high altitude
fields.
By the way, like all accidents, this type is no respecter
of rank, race or religion. So many words have been written on this that it seems kinda si ll y to remind people
that they have to figure takeoff roll for the ' 175 anyway, and all the poop they need is in the weather office
and the fli ght manual. Sometimes this isn' t the whole
answer though ; one guy correctly fi gured his takeoff roll
at 5500 feet but go t airborne and staggered back in a t
the 4800-foo t point. Here, again , the guy who yanks her
off earl y has got everything to lose and nothing to gain.
So why not just let her gin along on the main s for an
extra 10 knots or so thi s summer and maybe we won't
have any more of this kind .
I suppose dozens of checklists for safety have been
wri tten so we won't put one here. There are just a few
things though that we think bear repeating, so at the
risk of repetition, here th ey are:
• Be sure yo u are ready to go.
• Be sure your bird is ready to go.
• Really plan yo ur fli ght and don't tr y to go too far .
• Land oftener, and stretch, and gas; you' ll be surprised how much more fl ying time you'll have at
the end of the year.
• Always have some kind of an alternate plan, whether
its IFR, VFR or any FR.
• Don't just check the weather; watch it in fli ght.
There are enough Channel 13s around now so you
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can always get somebody. Be realistic about destination weather. Just because the published minimums
are 200 and a half doesn' t mean that you have to go
when the weather' s that bad. What yo ur unpublished
minimums are, nobody kn ows better than yo u.
If you get in any kind of trouble, tell somebody. Remember that GCI and its alert pilots are just as close as
yo ur mike button and there's nearly always a stargazer within earshot. Last and maybe most important,
take it easy. Don' t take unnecessary chances and don't
do things tha t you know are wrong.
Safe fl ying is possible and easy, but if yo u want to
know who it mainly depends on, take a look in the nearest
mirror. .&.
Major Wallace W . Dawson, Fighter Branch, DFSR
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T-BIRD QUIZ
1. T-33 nose compartment doors will come open during
fli ght even thou gh they have been securely latched before takeoff.
True ............ False ........... .
2. You have a flam eou t an d stopcock the throttle. Prior
to attemptin g restart, the fu el de-icer switch should be
activated.
True ............ False. __________ _
3. With the Santa Anita fu selage cap installed, takeoff
can be made with the fuselage tank full.
True ............ False ........... .
4. Surface temperature is at or near freezing. Prior to
takeoff, yo u should actuate the fu el de-icer switch for at
least one minute.
True ............ False ___ ______ ___
5. The higher the temperature and elevation of the runway, the lon ger the takeoff roll .
True ___ ______ ___ False ___ __ __ __ ___
6. You are on final approach for a normal landin g. The
minimum final approach airspeed should be 120 knots.
True............ False........... .
7. U pon reaching 5000 fee t above terrain during descent, all fuel switches for tanks containing fuel should
be gangloaded, regardless of the type of fu selage tank
cap .
True............ False __ ___ __ ____ _
8. In the even t of complete electri cal failure, the engine
can be operated only on the main fuel control. The emergency fu el co ntrol is not available becau e the solenoidoperated bypass valve is spring- loaded open, and requires electrical power to hold it closed. Therefore, after
flameout, a manual airstart on the emergency system
should be attempted before the battery power fails.
True............ False ........... .
9. When using low altitude airstart procedure, yo u should
switch to emergency fuel system.
True ............ False _________ __ _
10. Stagnated RPM in flight indicates one malfunction
only: throttle linkage disconnection.
True............ False........... .
(Answers are on page 25.)
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plane had started the flight together, they'd finish together.
After squawking MAYDAY and confirming the course
with GCl- which cleared his approach and alerted Kirtland
to his predicament- he shut off all electronics except for
the emergency hydraulic pump. The flight path was maintained with a minimum use of flight controls; at times even
the emergency hydraulic pump was deactivated to conserve
precious juice in the battery. Seventeen minutes after flameout, he arrived over Kirtland at 3500 feet with enough
battery power to operate the hydraulic flight controls for
a landing attempt. The gear was extended by the emergency system on final approach and flight control override actuated one-half mile from touchdown . The deadstick landing was completed without damage to the aircraft.
For this example of professional skill, cool-headed judgment and thorough knowledge of your aircraft, Well Done!
Captain Weinstein . .A

* * *
...

Capt. Milton A. Weinstein
101 st Tac Ftr Sq, Mass. ANG

C

apta in Weinstein thought that 12 August 1958 would
go down in his log as just another flight, a routine F86H ferry mission from George AFB, California, to
Boston, Mass. From his perch at 35,000 feet the vast expanse of New Mexico landscape streched away to hazy
infinity. To the Captain's practiced eye, every gage told a
reassuring story, while the bird dog homed unerringly on
Kirtland AFB, 100 miles ahead. The jet throbbed with
power. There was nothing to interrupt the smooth, unexciting routine- until the engine quit, with a noise that indicated complete seizure .
The sudden, lonesome silence galvanized the pilot into
action. Reflexively, he tidied up the cockpit to Dash One
standards, while his mind was busy appraising the emergency and weighing alternatives. He tried a relight but
quickly realized the engine was beyond an airstart.
The operation of the hydraulic flight controls now depended on the battery-operated emergency hydraulic
pump. Under these circumstances, the useful life of the
battery is seven to eight minutes. If a landing cannot be
made within this time, the Pilot's Handbook specifies bailout as the proper emergency procedure . There was no
suitable landing field in the immediate vicinity. If the aircraft was to be saved, the Captain would have to attempt
a glide to Kirtland, almost 20 minutes away. He knew that
the success of any such bold attempt would depend in
large measure on his skill in wetnursing the battery to its
last spark of life. He made his decision; since he and the
12
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1st Lt. Robert L. Jackson
77th Tac Ftr Sq, 20th Tac Ftr Wg, USAFE
he two F-1 OOs bored through the pelting rain and dis,appeared into the overcast at 900 feet. It was August
28, 1958. The airdrome at Wethersfield, England, was
blanketed with an overcast extending from 900 to 39,000
feet. Lt. Jackson, leading the flight of two on an instrument training mission, had planned a GCA monitored instrument climb to 1000 feet on top. As he passed through
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25,000 feet, his airspeed indicator failed . He went into
afterburner and continued his climb to 40,000 feet, l 000
feet on top. The wingman took over as leader, and Lt.
Jackson joined up for a descent.
In the meantime, ceiling and visibility at the home station had deteriorated to 200 feet and Y:i mile with rain.
The pre-planned alternate airdro me, Woodbridge, had an
emergency in progress and could not handle them. RAF
Station Mildenhall, with 900-foot broken, 15,000 overcast, and 4 miles visibility in rain, was selected as a diversion base. A letdown was started under GCI control
with a GCA pickup planned at Mildenhall. Shortly after
descent was established, the new leader also lost his airspeed indicator and climbed back out on top. He landed
later with an RB-66.
Lt. Jackson lost the leader in the weather when the
power was changed but decided to continue hi s letdown
using attitude gyro, power setting and a 550 feet per
minute rate of descent. In addition, he had his wing slats
as a reference; while they were in he knew he had plenty
of airspeed. He broke through the overcast and shortly
thereafter began his GCA approach. A su ccessful landing
was accomplished at Mildenhall.
Flying the F-100 in weather without an airspeed indicator would be a challenging feat for any pilot, regardless
of experience. Lt. Jackson, with only 550 total hours
flying time when this incident took place, displayed excellent judgment and flying skill in bringing his F-100
home under such trying circumstances. Well Done! Lt. Jackson. A

1st Lt. Jack A. Pevey
772d Troop Carrier Sq (M) Sewart AFB, Tenn

1st Lt. Walter E. Kramer

* * *
ny of you birdmen who learned your acrobatics in a
C-130 migh t yawn your way through this one. But for
those of you who didn't realize that a transport could
give a 3-D imitation of a roller coaster gone wild, the following chronicle may excite your interest.
Lieutena nts Pevey and Kramer, this l 0th day of May
1958, were cruising at 8000 feet over Thailand, at peace
with themselves and well content with their C- 130. Lt. Pevey
was pi lot; Kramer rode shotgun. They and their craft were
hosts to 13 pa ssengers a nd a caterpi ll ar tractor complete
with blade. The transport droned along, making 240 knots
on another montonous passenger-freight haul. Suddenly,
the huge machine nosed over and headed straight down!
Any boredo m in the office speedily evapo rated as the
pilots found themselves straining against their belts and
staring at the top of the cockpit. Stunned passengers
bounced around the cabin like shuttlecocks. The airspeed
ind icator wound up like the sweep ha nd o n a sto p watch
and soon hit 390 knots. The nose of the ' 130 continued
tucking under until the plane was 10 to 20 degrees beyond
a vertical position. The giant craft plunged earthward to
what seemed an inevitable crash.
Both pilots, meanwhile, exerted all their strength applying back pressure on the control column, with no perceptible effect- the elevator trim tab system had run away
to the full nose-down position . One remedy offered itself:
reach the elevator trim power selector switch and move it
to the emergency position . With the dexterity of a belly
dancer in a hula hoop, Lt. Pevey wriggled about in his
safety belt and finally positioned the selector switch . UP
elevator trim was applied, and with its aid, the pilots
pulled the ' 130 out of its headlong dive less than 3000 feet
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over the accurately charted terrain. The fighter-like gyration had torn away the right elevator and 11 feet of
horizontal stabilizer.
With consummate skill and the exercise of superior flying ability, the Lieutenants coaxed their crippled craft back
to the departure airfie ld. Lt. Pevey had thoroughly and
expertly analyzed the changed aerodynamic characteristics of the damaged plane and now maneuvered the 60ton aircraft to a perfect landing .
As a tribute to a courageous and level -headed performance in the face of a dire emergency, Well Done! Lieu tenants Pevey and Kramer . .A
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Backed by lbe
Although the T-Bird shown in the upper left-hand corner
looks like a flyable machine, it was actually Class 26 and
junked. The accompanying photos show why. The plane
was overstressed by a student pilot in No. 4 position in
trail formation. At about 16,000 feet, leader went
into a descending right turn. At l 00 degrees of bank, 30
degrees nose low, he reversed his turn to the left and
started a climbing turn. Numbers 2 and 3 were slow to
follow. When No . 3 reversed, No. 4 started with him,
rolling left and increasing back pressure. At this time, "a
loud snap was both heard and felt." The instructor pilot

Above, inoperative G-meter, front cockpit. This was carried in the
AF TO Form 781 B as inoperative. The instrument was stuck at positive and negative IOG prior to flight . Below, G-meter in rear cockpit

was reset and locking bar positioned prior to flight. Note the 8.5G.

Above, circle shows underside fuselage skin surfaces buckled on
left side. False leading edge is pulled away from screws at root.
Below, right false leading edge is pulled away from screws at root.
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Bolling "G"
returned controls to neutral and broke out of formation .
The T-33 was examined by the flight leader and found
clean . The instructor performed controllability stalls to determine flight characteristics before returning to base. The
G-meter in the rear cockpit registered 8.5G, far exceeding
the limitation of 4.9G placed on rolling pullouts by T.O .
1T-33A-1, yet neither pilot felt any excessive G during the
maneuver! Leader did not exceed 2.5G at any time while
leading the formation in trail, and all maneuvers were
smooth and coordinated. The damage came from poor
technique in flying the "tail-of-the-whip" position . Tail-end
Charlies, gently now!

Lower left shows left main gear wheel well revealing
breaks and pulled rivets. (Plumbing removed for examination . ) Above , close-up of left main gear wheel well
showing breaks and fa iled bolt of wing fitting to forward
spar. {Plumbing removed.) Below right , wing fitting to
foward spar .attaching bolts shea red and separated.

Below, forward wing spar lower cap
broken at station ZERO. {Th is photograph taken th rough right wheel well.)
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Some people think that high density air traffic today
makes the mid-air collision as inevitable as the head-on auto accident of two-lane
highways . The Air Force contends that with positive control of all air traffic
and an efficient airborne anti-collision device .

"It ain't
he Air Force is justifiably pleased, although not
satisfied, with the tremendous trides which have been
made in the aircraft accident prevention area. The
almost inconceivable increases in performance complexity of the equipment and the tremendous increase in
the number of hours in which men and equipment are
airborne have produced a parallel increase in hazard
potential. The fact that thi s has been controll ed, even
reduced, is indi cative of the result which can be obtained when a concentrated. cooperative effort is mad e
to solve a diffi cult problem .
Over fifty years ago. on 17 eptember 1908, Mr.
Orville Wright was performing an acceptance fli ght for
the Army in a Curtiss biplane at Fort Myer, Virginia,
with Lieutenant T. F. (Tom) Selfrido-e as a passenger.
At about 75 feet above th e ground , one of the propeller
broke; th e machine sid e- lipped and dived into the
ground. Lt. elfridge was fatally injured and Mr. Wright
suffered a broken leg. Th en, in May 1911, three years
later, another fatal accident occurred. Since that time,
accidents have in creased in frequency.
With the flyin g of grea ter numbers of aircraft at the
ame time, a new type of accident-the mid-air colli sion
- made it appearance. On 17 Au gust 1917. the first
major mid-air collision on record o curred. This accident, associated with the training pro gram of World War
I, was fo ll owed by a large number of others. Those
who are accustomed to thinking of mid-air collision
a being of major import only in recent year will be
surprised to find that in 1918 there were 45 midairs; 22 resulted in fatalities. This peak number wa s
associated with the build-up in airpower during World
War I. With th e d ecrea~e in emphasi upon military
flyin µ; which foll owed , the annual number of mid -air
collision s decreased, and the peak of 45 was not reached
again until 1941. It is interestin g to note that with 32
mid-air colli sion accident in 1958, the present record
is better than that of 1918.
The higher perfo rman ce capability of jet aircraft, together with the in crease in the number of such aircraft,
introdu ced a new element of mid-air colli ion hazard
which culminated in the first jet mid-air colli sion. In
January, 1947, two P-80s collided two miles northwest
of March Air Force Base. A has so often been the ca e
ince, th e accident occurred under day contact conditions
in the course of normal fli ght. Fatalitie were ustained
by both pilots and th e aircraft were destroyed. The
cause of the accident was a sessed as "undetermined."
From 1947 through 1958, the Air Force had a total
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of 568 major mid-air co llisions. These happened at the
rate of sli ghtl y more than two accident per month in
1947 and reached a peak of well over five during the
years 1952 through 1954. From thi point on, there has
been a decline in the number of uch accid ents.
Nu mbers often tend to hide the relative importan ce
of a problem. On the basis of 100,000 flying hours Lhe
hi ghest rate was reached in 1948, the second highest
in 1952, and from that point on th ere has been a consistent declin e in rate. During 1958 thi s rate has reached
an all -time low of 0.38 accidents for each 100,000 hours
of ir Force fl yin g. The comparabl e fatal collision rate
for 1958 is also at a point equal to th e all-time low
of 0.24 accidents per 100,000 flyin g hours.
This gra tifying redu ction during the past six years
parallels the over-all redu ction in major accidents in the
Air Force as a whole. From an all-time hi gh, 506 major
accidents for each 100,000 hours of flyin g in 1922, th e
Air Force has reached the all-time low of 10.4 accidents
per 100,000 hours of flyin g durin g 1958. The smooth ,
con tant downward trend from 1947 to the present has
been produced durin g a period marked by almost astronomi ca l in creases in the performance capabi lity of aircraft and with the con equent hi gher demands on the
human operator. Even a one-point reduction in accident
rate al th e current low level repre en t a major achievement.
Both th e over-all and the mid-air coll ision accident
rate are continuin g in a definite do1 nward trend. But
- mid-airs ti ll repre ent one of th e most acute problem
areas. Despite this downward trend, the percentage of
midair to total accident ha s grown . In 1958, the portion of all accidents which were mid-air collision s was
two times as high as it was in 1947. The fata l co llision
rate, altho ugh not p recisely para llel, fo ll ows the same
gene ral trend.
In mi litary flyin g there are two kinds of mid-air collision accidents : those which occur between aircraft that
are "a sociated," such as durin g formation fl yi ng; and
tho e which occur between aircraft that are " non-associatecl." that i , aircraft in which one or both pilot involved are not aware of the proximity of th e other aircraft. The "associated" fl yin g type accident are uniqu ely
the probl em of th e mi litary servi ces. " on-associated"
accidents. howeve r. can occ ur between any type aircraft
usin g the airspace. The lessons to be learned from th eir
acci dent eval uation s have universa l applicability.
From 1950 to the present, 118 major accident between " no :1 -a ~soc iated" aircraft have occurred. EightyFLY I NG
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eight of the e have re ulted in one or more fatalities
and 163 aircraft were de troyed.
Hi tori cal data clearly indicate that the mid-air colli sion problem is not new to the Air Force nor are the
corrective measures which have been applied. Public
awarene s, however, both of the problems and ugge ted
solution , is fairly recent. Thi s awarene
followed a
series of spectacu lar and hi ghly publi cized mid-air collisions between ir Force and civilian aircraft.
From 1947 throu gh 1958, the Air Force has had 18
mid-air colli sions with civi li an aircraft. Only two of the e
accidents have involved passenger-carryin g commercial
transport aircraft; unfortunately, both occurred durin g
1958 and resulted in many deaths. The first was the
DC-7 and F-100 accident which occurred on 21 April
1958, near Las Vegas, Nevada; the seco nd was the Air
Force T-33 and Viscount accident that occurred on 20
May 1958.
Although, as stated above, publi c awareness is of fairly
recent origin , th e Air Force has been criticall y con cerned
with the mid-air coll ision problem for many years. Exten sive evaluation of the accidents have consistently reulted in either cause-undetermined cl as ifications, a
was the ca e with the first jet midair colli on, or, as
more often ha been the case, the cau e wa asse ed
as " pilot error." A more critica l evaluation of the assessed causrs in relation to the pilot's capabilities and
the situational demand s have indi cated that in many instances mid-air collision are the result of a situation
which exceeds the capabilities of the pilot and machine.
In order to demon trate how this con Iusion was
reached, it i necessary to define what both the pilot
and the aircraft must do. In any activity involving a machine and a man there are certain integrated fun ction s
whi ch each mu st perform. In terms of the man there
i a sequential three-step pro gram which mu t be carried
out in any activity.
First, there is perception. This involves seeing, hearing or otherwi e gettin g information about what is goin g on in the outside world and it also involves und erstandin g what thi s stimulation implies.
The next step involv a decision a to what action
i nece sary.
The third step involves the action itself. Once the
pilot has completed the appropriate action- in the ca e
of operating an aircraft, initiatin" movement of the controls-the aircraft mu t al o respond. All of these activities take time. Evaluation of the time involved in various human and machine activities places thi "point of
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no return" at surpri in o-)y great di stance from the pilot.
When perception is consid ered, even if the pilot is
looking directly at an oncoming aircraft, there is a
measurabl e lag in the length of time it takes for the
stimulation , once it ha reached the eye, to be directed
to the brain and to be meaningfully interpreted. If the
pilot is not lookin g directl y at the timulus, thi s time
is even lon ger.
Wh en the amount of airspace to be scanned is considered, the probability of seeing an oncoming aircraft
which can materialize from a mere speck to a perceived,
threatening object in a matter of seconds, is relatively
mall. At a minimum , a perceptual la" of from 0.035
to 0.30 of a second is involved.
The problem of actual recognition of the object and
of meanin gful evaluation regarding it direction , rateof-closure and so on, whi ch are essential for an adequate
decision as to the action to be taken, may require several secon d . The deci ion it elf al so in volves time . Consid erin g the amount of time spent on less important deciion s, a one-second delay i not unreaso nable. The re·
action time itself, once a decision has been reached , may
be consider d to be in th e neighborhood of 0.4 of a
second at a minimum. Once the controls are activated,
the aircraft must re pond to the modified airflow by
deviatin g from its fli ght path. Two seconds here is the
minimum required.
What this mean s in terms of mid-air collisions i obvious. On a 180-degree colli ion course, 4 seconds before impact, two aircraft at a 600 mph closure peed
would be 11/ 3 mil es apart. If all of the activiti e involved were performed in the minimum time allotted, a
collision would be avoidable. If not so performed , a colli sion would be inevitable.
When the basic acuity limitations of the eye are considered , to o-ether with factor uch as the po ition of
the sun , haze, and aircraft color, it is apparent that an
aircraft at hi gh speed is e sentiall y inside the " point
of no return " before it is seen. A recognition of this
fact led to a clear formulation of the philosophy that
the days of " see and be seen" in flight are at an end.
Thi s position , firml y held by variou Air Force agencie sin ce 1955, has been the direct timulus for a number of preventive activities.
Criti ca l evaluation of the mid-air collision problem indicates th a t there are two approache which can be taken
to redu ce thi s type of accident.
The first of th ese approaches is to guarantee that aircraft will not be placed in the position of bein g on col17

lision courses by insuring separation through the medium of positive control of all air traffic. ow what is the
scope of the ground con trol problem at the higher altitudes?
There are over 5000 military IFR operations per day
above 17,000 feet, and 4000 per day are above 27,000.
(These figures do not include VFR flight plan traffic,
either local or en route. Nor do they include ADC interceptor operations or operations within a military exercise maneuver area. )
Present clearance requirements for aircraft separation
are such that many hundred cubic mile of airspace
per aircraft are necessary to assure separation while operating on IFR clearan ce. This is essential because present air traffic control is predicated upon pilot position
reportin g, which is not always accurate. ow, airspace
is a vast quantity, but not that vast, especially when one
consi ders the volume of military traffi c alone that operates
above and below 29,000 feet. If just SAC operated in the
continental United States above 29,000 feet, and tried
to operate under full IFR control with assigned altitude , its operations would be drasti cally redu ced throu gh
exce sive delays. Today, only 15 per cent of our IFR
traffic at altitude is receiving assigned altitud es. In other
words, 85 per cent of thi s IFR traffic is operating VFRon-top.
In this regard , it must be pointed out that there are
two limitations to consi der: one is human, the other
mechani cal. Po itive control mean maintainin g assigned
altitudes and a signed lateral separations, and here a
pilot's integrity mu st be relied upon. And by that it is
not meant to impugn anyone. Circumstances sometimes
can for ce a pilot to deviate from an as igned altitude.
Furthermore, th e inherent inaccuracy of present altimeters provides th e pilot with information which will compromise the altitude control as established by the controller on the ground. If all aircraft at altitude are to
operate on a fix ed altimeter setting, the instrument must
be improved.
About the mechanical limitation: on a lateral separation , controll er must know where an airplane is. One
of the method of determining this is by position report . But, when a jet pilot reports over a high cone at
an OMNI station for e ' ample, he usually is reporting
from the "cone of confusion" as it is termed . Sometimes
it takes a jet aircraft more than 2 minutes, or 20 miles,
to get through this cone; therefore, his exact position
is not known.
In the low frequen cy ranges thi cone is known as the
"cone of silence." At pre ent, there i no requirement
as to just where the report should be made-going into,
in the middle of, or leaving the cone- unl ess the pilot
is going to enter a holding pattern.
The capability of the new radar equipment and the
people who man it will determine the effectiveness of air
traffic control from the ground. The new ground surveillance radar ha a sweep frequen cy of 3, 6, or 9 sweeps
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per minute. That is, 1 sweep every 20, 10 or 6% seconds. Normally, it will be operated at 6 sweeps per
minute.
A new Boeing 707 and a USAF jet fighter on a
head-on colli ion course will be closin g at about 1200
mil es per hour and will cover 20 miles in a minute. At
relatively short ran ge with the radar set at six sweeps
per minute, the operator wi ll require two sweeps to determine th e course of the aircraft and three to determine
a co llision course, if both aircraft are in straight fli ght.
This wi ll take 30 seconds and the aircraft will have
covered 10 miles. If the operator is in contact with one
aircraft, it would take approximately four seconds to
transmit a warning message. Another mile and a third
have been covered by the aircraft. Minimum pilot and
aircraft reaction time to avoid co llision would be four
econd -another mile and a third!
Total time from initial blip reception to course change
would ,b e 38 seconds, and the aircraft would have covered
12% miles. In other words, if the operator does not
pick up both aircraft about 13 miles apart, a collision
cannot be avoided . Furthermore, althou gh it will normally require three sweeps to determine a collision course
if the aircraft are in straight fli ght, it will take longer
to determine the colli sion course if one or both are in
a turn.
If the aircraft are at maximum range from the survei ll ance radar, 200 miles, it will probably take a minimum of six sweeps for the operator to determine a colli sion cour e. This would extend the total time from blipreception to course-change to one minute and eight seconds, and the distance covered to 22% miles. Please
remember that these times reflect normal conditions and
at least one aircraft und er the radar operator's control.
If an aircraft is not under control, additional time would
be lost in givin g warning.
There is another new approach to th e problem of
traffic control from the ground. This combines ground
equipment with that already in th e cockpit. TACA and /
or OMNI now reads the distance and course which the
aircraft is from a given ground station. Telemetering
equipment in the aircraft could reverse these procedures
to provide a ground controller with the same accurate
data. It is believed feasib le to show th e relative posi tion
of aircraft so equipped by proj ecting the information on
direction, peed and altitude on a screen. This would
facilitate the ground controller's picture of location of
aircraft in the air .
The second approach to guarantee that collision co urses
do not develop is to upply the pilot with aids that will
help him to evaluate his own position in relation to
other aircraft and thus facilitate coll ision avoidance. In
the ultimate, this type of assistance would be completely
mechanical and would result in automatic collision avoidance. The airborne anti-collision device must give the
pilot positive information as to the location and degree
of threat of a potential collidin g aircraft.

..
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the Air Force has been critically concerned
with the mid-air problem for many years.
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in many instances mid-air collisions are the
result of a situation which exceeds the
capabilities of the pilot and machine.
* * *Another approach is in the form of attention-provokThis was pointed out by the Directorate of Flight
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Safety Research in 1956. The Air Force initiated a study
to determin e the feasibility of such equipm ent. Since
1955, the Directorate has attempted to interest other
agencies in the development of such equipment, without
much success. What a difference today- after several dramatic catastrophies ! Within the Air Force there was a
belief that the "state of the art" precluded such a development. But history shows that " state of the art" pro·
gresses in direct proportion to the money and brains
applied to the problem. The problem of air traffi c control
is one which has received marked attention by a large
number of agen cies and is being actively considered at
~he present time by the Federal Aviation Agency. For
me thing, FAA contemplates the abandonment of mixed
Jpace in which some aircraft are controlled and others
are not controlled. With mixed traffic a thin g of the
past, wholly controlled space and purely uncontroll ed
space will both exist but never in common. Strict terminal control is also under study. Radar-coupl ed com·
puters will bring aircraft into the landing phase with
automatic directions, thereby avoiding an y chance of
colli ion.
The Air Force is currently cooperatin g with the FAA
as well as all users of the air pace in attempting to insure greater control of all aircra ft. This effort is being
made even thou gh it involves some in conveniences and
some increased acci dent hazard in other areas.
One activity which the Air Force ha voluntarily initiated is the closing of a large number of joint militarycivilian airport to tran sient jet traffic. Thi s has essen·
tially closed large areas of th e United States to such
traffic and has imposed some serious fli ght planning limitations. The lon g-term delay a ociated with clearan ce
under current control procedures are also in some cases
quite serious where jet traffi c is concerned. This is becau se of the hi gh rate of fu el consumption on the ground
and the co n equent decrease in potential mis ion len gth .
Interim means to assist the pilot have been consid ered.
The use of luminous paints has been found to be of
value. The Air Training Command experimented with
this type of preventive mea ure for th e past several
year and durin g that time reduced its mid-air colli sions
over 50 per cent. Current Air Force regulation provide
for paintin g all except tactical type aircraft.
The conspicuity marking of Air Force aircraft is only
a partial accomplishment of the goal. To be effective,
such con pi cuity markin g hould be required of civil aircraft a well .
The or ganization of the Federal Avia tion Agency
brou ght about a transfer of the research and development of anti-collision hardwa re from the Air Force to
th e FAA. Conspicuity markin g of aircraft, anti-collision
li ghts and other devi ce are now bein g investi gated by
the FAA und er separate project programs.
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ing lights which serve to locate the potential collision object. Preliminary evaluations of conden er-discharge type
ystems ha suggested that the bri ght blue, white, highintensity light may prove to be a more desirable type of
anti -colli ion mea ure, both becau e of its greater intensity and because of its greater attention-provokin g
characteristic over a wider field of view.
Because most mid-air collisions occur during daylight
hours, the use of any type of lighting, unless it can be
mad e effective in dayli ght, will he effective in preventing
only those mid-airs which occur during night operation.
For this rea on, attempts to develop other means of assistan ce useful parti cularly during daylight hours have
been initiated. These involve such thin gs as artificial
contrail generation for use in aircraft outside of the
hi gh density areas.
The last, and-for the time bein g, at least-the most
readil y implemented method of mid-air collision avoidance is to re-emphasize to all pilots the importance of
precision flyin g, air di cipline, and maximum attention
to the urroundin g airspace, parti cularly durin g VFR
fli ght.
It i not anticipated that any one activity will re ult
in compl ete mid-air collision avoidance. The cumulative
effect of all, however, should have a salutary effect.
To ummarize, the mid-air collision hi story ha been
a lon g one. As long as there are multiple aircraft occupying the ame general airspace at the ame time, a collision hazard exists. With in creased density of traffi c and
the increased speeds of operation, the potential becomes
more acute. Accident history of the Air Force over the
past years has indicated that cooperative, intensive effort
by interested agencies can result in a marked reduction
of any ty pe of accident . The mid-air collision type i no
exception. This redu ction , however, will not come from
any on e remedial meas ure but instead will be the result
of the compound effect of all, integrated throu gh the
coordinated efforts of all users of the airspace. Immediate measures center around assistan ce to the pilot. The e
are based upon the recognition of the fact that the days
of "see and be seen" fl ying are essentially over. Longterm efforts must result in guaranteed, positive separation by th development and installation of hardware
which will assure mid-air collision avoidance, once a
colli sion course is initiated.
Th ere is no rea on why we cannot expect the development of the necessary hardware. Techni call y, we are able
to devise and manufacture it. As said before, progress
is in direct proportion to the money and brains applied
to any problem. And with the organization of FAA we
have at last set up the unified , controllin g agency which
can di reel the effort of all to the common goal-elimination of all mid-air colli ion s. They don't have to happen!
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CBECK~ISI"
V Pins. Something new has been added with the issuance
of T.0. 1T-33A-1EP, dated 18 May 1959. This little gem
says, in effect, that ground crew personnel will not- repeat not- remove the airplane wheel chocks for taxi until
flight crewmembers display seat and canopy pins (where
applicable). Naturally, this order was designed to insure
that pins have been pulled before the bird moves out of
the parking area . The procedure, however, will be worthless unless everybody gets the word .
• To Flight Crews: If ground crews do not ask to see
your pins, take the time to tell them that they should, and
then cite the safety of flight supplement.
• To Ground Crews: If flight crews don't seem to understand what you mean when you indicate that they should
show you the pins, take time to tell them about this new
procedure, and cite the safety of flight supplement.
• To FSOs: It's up to you to see that the above instructions become unnecessary by making sure that all of your
people have the word.
Let's everybody get on this and make it work. It's well
worth the effort.

*

the other, eventually full aileron trim may not hold the
wings level at cruising airspeeds. Continued operation of
the aileron tab in one direction will indicate uneven tiptank feeding and can be further checked by visual observations each time the tab is activated . If the wings can be
held level at cruising airspeeds without undue effort, the
heavy tank should be retained to see if it can be made to
feed . Try the following to get the heavy tank to feed:
Climb as rapidly as possible to 25,000 to 30,000 feet. The
ambient air pressure of low altitudes will remain inside
the tank and may start the tank feeding; rock the wings
rapidly from side to side without exceeding a maximum
bank of 45 degrees and maintain an indicated airspeed
of about 250 knots. If the fuel load is unequally distributed
and it is determined that the heavy tank will not feed, it
should be dropped in a safe area."
In short, try to get the tiptank to feed . If it won't, jettison it! Don't let pride get the best of you in this situation.
The files are full of reports about guys who did .

*

V T-33 . During the first six months of 1959, three crewmembers sustained fractures to the upper extremities while
ejecting from T-33 aircraft. All three injuries were attributed
to contact with the canopy sill as each crewmember ejected
with his arms outside the armrests.
Supervisory personnel should make sure that crewmembers are given periodic ejection refresher training, particularly tower rides and practice in an ejection trainer. The
importance of proper body positioning should be emphasized to prevent injury to the arms or hands during ejection.

V F-100. The smoke-filled cockpit of an F-100 almost
claimed a pilot's life recently, yet even he can't say why
he didn't elect to use l 00 per cent oxygen. But he assures
us he will do so the next time- if there is a next time. He
was semi-conscious when he taxied the aircraft up to the
ramp and stopped.

V

*

During the first 6 months of this year, 65 per
cent of all ejections initiated below 1000 feet were
successfully completed (non-fatal). This represents a
significant improvement over the same period in
1958, when only 38 per cent of ejections below 1000
feet were successful. Evidence indicates that increased
availability and use of the zero second parachute deployment lanyard was a major factor in the improvement shown . This improvement is also reflected in
the number of overall successful ejections. Currently,
this percentage is 88 per cent as compared with 77
for 1958.

*

V T-33. Each year one or two major accidents occur in
T-Birds when one tiptank fails to feed properly. The operator does not try to jettison the tank containing fuel and
a landing is attempted with one heavy tank. Page 3-35 of
T.O. 1T-33A- l contains concise instructions to be followed
when one or both tiptanks fail to feed properly. Excerpts
of the instructions follow:
" If one tiptank fails to feed or feeds more slowly than
20
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V Basic causes of aircraft accidents don't seem to change.
Two years ago, Dr. Anchard F. Zeller, of the Aero Medical
Safety Division, DFSR, wrote the following paragraphs in
his personal evaluation of an article on pilot disorientation
(vertigo):
• "It is undoubtedly a fact that rotating the head
through one dimension while there is acceleration in another dimension produces disorientation. It is also undoubtedly true that cockpit unfamiliarity heightened by
actual instrument conditions is highly conducive to errors
of perception, integration and manipulation. When all of
these conditions are combined, the result almost inevitably
is a situation with which the pilot cannot cope.
• As has been repeatedly emphasized, one of the best
methods of overcoming the effects of vertigo disorientation
is the use of instruments. The good instrument pilot may
experience vertigo but because of his basic instrument
ability, he can ignore the effects and carry on a successful
flight in spite of them .
• The recommendation that a blindfold cockpit check
should be used as a method of cockpit familiarity is basically sound . Such familiarity is directly related to the ability
to recover on instruments under any conditions.
This subject continues to be worthy of discussion, attention and deep concern on the part of all pilots and supervisors." According to Dr. Zeller, who was consulted as this
edition goes to press, "As of today, vertigo disorientation
accidents are a major pilot fatality problem." A.
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Barter has long been recognized as a good way to do business. Start trading with the weather
merchants and be assured you will get an ...
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Maj. Charles Re ady, Jr., Hqs Air Wea ther Service

ir Weather Service weather observations supplement the civilian
weather observation nets on a
world-wide basis. We have surface
weather observations, a weather radar net located in strategic areas, a
rawinsonde net that collect upper air
data, and finally, we have our reconnaissance aircraft flyin g regular
scheduled flights. Even with this farflung network, there are many holes
where our eyes cannot see and, for
reasons unknown to the forecasters,
the e holes seem to be where much of
the bad weather generates.
In these holes, the forecaster need
the pilot to see, record, and relay the
actual weather in order to fill the
gaps in his forecast. The information
which you provide can be invaluable.
It can alert the forecaster to impending bad weather that may otherwise
go undetected until it is too late. It
will give him a better picture of the
actual weather as it appears to a pilot
in fli ght and through this the forecaster will be able to give a more
accurate and realistic briefin g to
other crews going into this area.
So you say, as a pilot, "Just what
do I look for and how do I report
it without cluttering up the air with
nonsignificant information?"
Naturally, our first concern i hazards to fli ght, like moderate to severe
icing, thunderstorms and their associated phenomena of turbulence, hail
and lightning, and flight altitude
winds that are other than forecast.
These conditions are of paramount
importance and should be reported
immediately to the nearest pilot-toforecaster facility or tower for relay
to the weather station.
Secondly, cloud cover with base

A
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and top information should be reported. Emphasis should be on bases
and tops of cirriform clouds as these
are the most diffi cult to foreca t.
Last but not least, report any
weather phenomena that appear significant but have not been forecast.
Let's return to the elements that
constitute hazards to fli ght and discuss briefly what the forecaster is
looking for and how you should report it to him. Let's talk about icing
first. This is usually referred to as
li ght, moderate, heavy, or severe. To
standardize the reports, we define
light icing as an accumu lation of ice
that doe not warrant use of de-icing
equipment. Moderate icing is an accumulation of ice that requires occasional use of de-icing equipment but
usually no diversionary action is necessary. Heavy or severe icing is an
accumulation of ice which is so great
thal an immediate diversion is necessary and continuou s use of de-icing
equipment is mandatory. Extreme icing is an accumulation of ice which is
so great that de-i cing equipment
would probably fail to reduce or control its accretion.
The next hazard, the thunderstorm,
is the one that generates most of the
hazard to fli ght. The location and
intensity of its associated phenomena
are very important to the forecaster.
Now about turbulence: as this is a
very perishable produ ct, it will vary
in degree, between pilots and aircraft type. It should be reported as
li:ihl: bumpy but not to the degree
to cause concern; moderate: safety
bel!s required, altitude changin g
often with attitude difficult to control;
heavy or severe: practically impossible to maintain attitude and altitude,

immediate diversionary action necesary, turbulence approaches aircraft
design limitations; extreme: aircraft
violently tossed about, immediate diversionary action mandatory, design
limits may be exceeded resulting in
structural damage to the aircraft. Remember, clear air turbulence should
be reported also as it has a very
significant value to a forecaster in loca ting areas of jet stream winds.
ext come hail. It is hard to establish the size of hailstones in flight,
but it is important, so try to make
an estimate. Be sure to report any
damage to the airframe and whether
it happened in the clouds or in clear
air. (AFR 55-23 requires a· reportAF Form 1228) .
Last comes lightning. This can be
reported as cloud to cloud and cloud
to ground, with information as to the
frequency of flashes. Also, report any
strike to the aircraft.
Remember, the most important
consideration is for you to report the
weather (with particular emphasis on
the hazards discussed herein, plus
any that were not Jo recast ) as accurately and promptly as possible.
This ca n be done by the pilot-to-forecaster method, but if unable to use
this, as you clo e out your clearance,
step into the weather station and report it to the forecaster.
Remember that when you give
your weather report you are not only
benefiting the weather service and
flight operations at your destination
but in many other locations, ince
your weather report will be put on
the teletype.
And further remember, you will be
the beneficiary of a more effective
weather service as a result of your
efforts and those of other pilots. .A
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The maze of the middle ear was not designed to function properly under stresses of flight .
So to learn to live with what we have, TAC has set out deliberately to .. .

MUDDLE THE
Ma jor Tracy W . Worley, Jr., Aviation Physiologist, Office of the Surgeon, Hqs Tactical Air Command

The inflight vertigo diso rientation
training procedures presented in this
article have been flight tested in a
variety of aircraft, such as the C-130
C-123, F-100, T-33 and the H-21. The
results of the fli ght-testing program
indicate that the procedures are effective and the training valuable. Although the final standardization of
the program at TAC has not yet come
about, reading this may help other
interested commands make their own
evaluation of the training manezivers
and procedures . A life and an aircraft
saved by a prototype training program are as goo d as those saved by
the finish ed product.

T

h e age- ol d ph enomen o n,
vertigo , as the pilots call it,
has affected the airman since the
da y when he took that first step from
a two- dim ensional environment into
one of three dim ensions. He furth er
complicated the issue by adding the
factors of speed, motion and acceleration. When these are applied to man,
who is designed to function in a twodimen ional environment at relatively low speeds, they help produ ce th e
odd sensation s which the airman
calls "verti go ." The name "ver tigo" is
actuall y a misnomer when applied to
the sensation s frequently encountered
in fli ght. A more accurate term is
disorientation-spatial disorientation
- describing the condition existing
when we are no lon ge r oriented with
our aircraft environm ent. We think
and feel that the ai rcraft is doin g one
thin g when in reality it is doin g som ethin g other than what we thou ght and
felt. It takes effort and concentration
to overcom e the stron g, almost overpowerin g false sensations. The answer has always been to fl y the instrumen ts, not your feelin gs. The
pilot must have confidence in himself and hi s instruments. Those who
have been able to do this are here to
tell about it.
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Statistics from the Directorate of
Fli ght Safety Research reveal that
vertigo is one of the top killers in
the Air Force today. It is particularly
prevalent among pi lots of jet aircraft.
On e reason for this is that when
vertigo develops, there is much less
time for reo rientation because of the
hi gher speed of j ets. Another is that
in fi ghters there is not the safety factor of a second pilot. Significant also
is the fa ct that the majority of vertigo-associated accidents occur sometime durin g an instrument penetration. The configuration of a standard
jet penetra ti on combined with the
r eq uir ed h ead mov em ents when
chan ging radio channel s in some aircraft are condu cive to the development of vertigo.
In th e latter part of 1958 , Brig.
Gen. Willi am Gross, Chief of Staff,
Tactical Air Command, directed that
all avenues of approach be investigated to reduce th e number of accident in whi ch vertigo could be a
contributin g factor. Th e initi al stages
in the investigation of this problem
were indeed discouraging. A comprehensive research of availab le data on
verti go in aviation merely reemph asized the fact that it is on e of the
most difficult and complex prob lems
to attack. This is true because of the
fun ctionin g of the middle ear of
man. It is this portion which is responsible, in the main, for the production of verti go . As lon g as man
continues to fly with the set of middle ears with which he has been
endowed by nature, vertigo will continu e to occur when the necessary
conditions of space, motion and acceleration are met.
Th ere is nothin g that can be done
to prevent verti go from occurrin g.
This basic fact is recognized by all
au th orities. The only approach to the
problem in the past, therefore, has
been that of trainin g and educating
the airman to make him aware of the
complexity and the shortcomings of

his major organ of equilibrium. If he
understands and appreciates these
shortcomings he will learn to rely
upon his in struments for the accurate
interpretation of th e position of his
aircraft in space.
The initial approach to the problem in Tacti cal Air Command was
alon g two lines :
First, a program to effect immediate action .
Second, a program for lon g-range
stud y and analysis.
In the immediate action approach,
fli ght surgeons in TAC were directed
to cond uct a one-time training program for all rated personnel at each
base throu gh th e medium of fl ying
afety meetings for the purpose of
reemphasizing the dan gers of vertigo.
They were also directed to provide a
course of instruction in vertigo in the
annu al pilots' instrument school.
The subj ect of verti go and sensory
illu sions of fli ght were made a mandatory part of th e standard Air Force
Physiological Training Refresher
Pro gram.
Physiological
tramm g
units were encouraged to utili ze every
medium to execute an effective prol'( ram, such as the employment of
Baran y chairs and/ or similar devices
which can produ ce limited types of
vertigo on the ground.
The lon g-range approach consisted
of re earch in the investigation of
past vertigo training pro cedures in an
attempt to anal yze the shortcomings
of the trainin g pro grams that had
been conducted in the past to see if
it ,.vere possible to develop a new approach which would be more effective .
The investigation revealed that
all past vertigo training programs
consisted of academic training with
or without ground trainin g aids.
What approach had not been tried?
Consideration was given to th e developmen t of ground trainin g devi ces
which could produce verti go in any
one or a combination of the three
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Requ ired head move ment s when chang ing rad io channe ls in so me a irc raft can in d uce verti g o.

planes of aircraft movement - roll,
yaw and pitch. The development of
such a trainin g device, it became apparent, would indeed be a major engineering project, time-consuming
and expensive. Suddenly, the answer
became obvious. Why not use the aircraft itself? All Lhou ght immediately
Lurned toward pursuing an approach
that would lead to an effective infli ght vertigo trammg program.
Such a program required that certain specific criteria be met in order
to have a maximum trainin g value.
• Specific maneuvers would be required which would produce vertigo
of varying degrees.
• Th e maneuvers required would
have to produce vertigo in one, two,
or three planes of motion , as well as
in combinations of these.
• The maneuvers would have to be
of such a nature that they could be
easi ly flown and understood by the
instructor pilot.
• The maneuvers selected should
not produce unsafe stress on the aircraft structure.
Further study from a tra1n111g
standpoint revealed that subjecting a
student to a verLigo producing maneuver was in itself of limited value.
After all, it is easy to produce vertigo
in flight; at one time or another
we've all experienced it. It was decided that to have an effective trainin g procedure, the vertigo would be
produced in the student by havin g the
in structor pilot execute a certain
numbered maneuver. Then he would
correlate for the student the maneuver, the induced vertigo reaction, and
the student's body position, all in relation to instrument flight conditions.
Havin g the instructor pilot understand the physiological objectives of
the maneuver would help him to perform it and show him what to look
for in the student.
At this point we must emphasize
Lhat the basic purpose of this inflight
cour e is not neces arily to produce
vertigo, but to demonstrate to the
student the inadequacies of his orga ns of equili brium and convince
him that equilibratory sensations
under inslrument conditions are unreliable.
A number of infligh t training vertigo-prod ucing maneuvers were inve ligated. The maneuvers that were
fina ll y selected were essentiall y those
enumerated by General Harry G.
Armstrong, former Surgeon General
of the Air Force, in his text, " The
23

Principles and Practice of Aviation
Medicine." The test version of the
vertigo infli ght trammg program
consisted of five maneuvers, each
broken down into three areas :
• Maneuver technique
• Correlation under actual instrument conditions
• The o·b j ect of the maneuver.
All three are considered essen tial
for the instructor pilot to understand
full y the technique for producing the
maneuver in fli ght, the effect tha t he
desires to create on the part of the
studen t, and the method of correlating this condition to instrument
fli ght. He must also be able to expl ain the obj ect or intent of the maneuver after it has been flo wn .
Upon completion of the initial inflight training program, copies were
dispatched to both the Ninth and
Twelfth Air Forces' Instrument
Training Sections for an evalua tion .
The pro gram is made up of five verti go-inducing maneuvers.
In the first, the IP induces in the
student the sensation of climbing
while turnin g. The student closes his
eyes while the aircraft is in a straight
and level attitude. The IP then, with
a very slow entry, executes a smooth,
well -coordinated turn of a'hout 11/2
positive G for 90 degrees. While in
the turn and under the effect of the
slight positive G, the student is asked
for his version of the maneuver. Without any outside visual reference, the
normal sensation produ ced is that of
a climb. If the student so responds,
immediately have him open his eyes.
He can then be advised that in a coordinated turn which is established
slowly, the feelings produced are
those of a climb and are created by
the action of the centrifugal force
(posi tive G) on the organ of equilibrium in the ears.
The instructor pilot explains that
when the eyes are diverted away from
the instruments, should the aircraft
enter a slight coordinated turn to
either side, the sensation of a noseup attitude will occur. The aircraft
actually does not have to turn. The
instantaneous application of for ces
can create the illusion.
The object of the maneuver
is to show what happens when a
change of direction in any one of the
three planes of motion occurs. If the
rate of turn is 2 degrees per second
per second or less, the body cannot
detect this motion unless there is
some positive visual reference. The
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result is that the force ap plied during
the turn is the only one perceived.
Positive G is normally associated with
a nose-up attitude or climb. This association is an un con cious on e developed through experience with G
forces as well as a direct conscious
feeling of climbing due to the effect
o~ gravity on the middle ear mechanism.
The second maneuver illustrates
the sensa tion of divin g durin g recovery from a turn. This illusion can
be created by repeating the procedure
described in the first vertigo-inducing maneuver, and having the student
keep his eyes closed until the recovery
is approximately half completed.
While the recovery is being executed
-and with his eyes still closed- the
student should be asked for his version of the aircraft's attitude. The
normal response, without visual references, will be tha t the aircraft is
diving. Immediately after the student's response, have him open his
eyes while still recovering from the
turn. The fal se sensation is readily
apparent. In this maneuver, the IP
effects a slow recovery from a coordinated turn a t a rate of recovery
of 2 degrees per second per econd
or less, with a normal decrease of
positive G.
The IP then explains to the student pil ot that while under instrument
conditions, should the eyes be diverted from the instruments and the
aircraft enter a slow, coordinated turn
fo llowed by a slow recovery, the body
perceives only the decrease in positi ve G force. The instructor should
then explain that the organs of equilibrium do not perceive the slow recovery from the turn, but do perceive
the decrease in positive G and that
thi s is normally interpreted as enterin g a dive.

The third maneuver which the
IP demon strates is the fal se sensation of tilting to right or left. While
in a straight and level attitude, the
student closes his eyes. The IP produces a wings-level moderate or light
skid to the left. The normal sensation is that of the body being tilted
to the right. This false impression
may be explained as the effect of sideto-side accelerative forces on the organs of equilibrium. When the eyes
are momentarily diverted from the
instruments and at the same time a
kid to one side occurs, a false impression of tilting the body to the
opposite side is created.

The fourth demonstration consists of inducing a fal se sensation of
reversal of motion. It can be demonstrated in any one of the three planes
of motion.
While straight and level, the student closes his eyes. The instructor
smoothly and positively rolls the aircraft to one side to approximately the
45 degree position, while keeping the
nose level and on a point by blending in stick and opposite rudder pressure. The roll is abruptly stopped and
held . The student is asked for his
in terpretation of the maneuver. The
normal reaction is a strong sense of
rotation to the opposite direction.
The student should then be allowed
to observe the attitude of the aircraft
in the banked position. The instructor's explanation should be that a
rotary motion when abruptly stopped,
while visual references are poor, produces a stron g feeling of opposite
rotation .
He further explains that when the
eyes are diverted from the instruments, should the aircraft either roll
or yaw with an abrupt stop, a sensation of either rolling or yawing to
the opposite side is produced. Control response based solely on this sensation would, therefore, be opposite
to the false feeling and cause a reentry into the ori ginal roll or yaw.
This is a common error in rolls or
spins when visual references are poor.
When abrupt recovery is rriade, it is
followed by immediate re-entry into
the ori ginal maneuver, sometimes refe rred to as a "graveyard spin."
Because the fluid of the semicircular canals of th e middle ear continues in motion throu gh its own inertia after the body's movement is
stopped, it produ ces the same effect
as if the body were actually moving
in the opposite direction. The normal
reaction to ~hi s illusion, based solely
on the sensation perceived, is potentially dan gerous.
The fifth maneuver is one designed to give the student pilot the
sensation of diving or rolling beyond
the vertical plane. It produces a
marked , very strong, true vertigo
which evokes a vigorous physical response. This can be dangerous at low
altitudes. (Maneuvers numbers 4 and
5 produced the most positive vertigo
reactions.)
While in straight and level flight,
the student sits normally and either
closes hi s eyes or lowers his gaze to
the floor. A positive roll toward the
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45- or 90-degree pos1t10n is started .
As thi is definitely e tabli hed, the
IP asks the tudent to bend over a
little bit and look to the right or left,
then immediately assume the normal
seated position. The instructor should
so time the maneuver that the roll
is stopped just as the student returns
to the normal position. Intense vertigo i produced which gives the sensation of fallin g into the direction of
roll as well as downward. This sensation is so qui ck and so strong that
there is a rapid, forcible movement
upward and backward to the opposite
side. I o further explanation is needed; the confusion speaks for itself.
Variations can be effected by having
the student make this head movement
when the aircraft is turning, spinning or rolling.
This dangerous reaction occurs
when the eye are diverted from the
instruments and the head is moved
downward and turned, as when
chan ging frequencies on most radios
in jet aircraft. If the aircraft rolls or
turns and suddenly the head is raised
to the normal position, an intense
vertigo is reproduced . This is accompanied by an almost uncontrollable
urge to move physically in the opposi te direction. This reflex movement may well be transferred to the
controls.
This maneuver is well designed to
induce a combination of two or more
of the above false sensations acting
at the same time. When the head is
moved at right angles to a plane of
passive rotation and the rotation
stopped abruptly, a sensation of rolling in the opposite direction is produ ced, as well as a sensation of falling
forward. When the head is turned at
the same time, the sensation of turning in the opposite direction is also
added . The degree of vertigo and
physical response is dependent upon
many variables-on the movement of
the aircraft, motion of the head and
the time element.
The best preventive measure
against this type of vertigo is education against making excessive head
movements under IFR conditions. Extreme cau tion should be used during
descents, turns, and at low altitude,
with frequent reference made back to
the flight instruments if the eyes are
momentarily taken off the panel.
lnflight evaluation tests of the Infli ght Vertigo Training Program
were conducted at the Ninth and
Twelfth Air Forces by qualified inSEPTEMBER ,
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strument pilots of the various instrument training sections. The results of
the inflight training program evaluation were generally favorable.
The su ggested maneuvers are
compatible with single-place and twoplace jet aircraft. Cargo-type aircraft
and helicopters could not perform
some of the maneuvers because of excessive stresse . For example, maneuver Io. 4 may cause undue stress on
the rudder a sembly of the C-130.
Maneuver No. 4 is acceptable for the
C-123, provided 45 degrees of roll
and 140 knots are not exceeded.
Although all maneuvers definitely
produce vertigo, the sensation induced varied with the individual
pilots. There was a marked relationship between pilot experience and the
degree and type of sensation produced. This was more evident in
multi-engine cargo aircraft than in
single-engine jets and may be related
to the propeller and engine noise
variations associated with chan ges of
altitude and airspeed in conventional
aircraft.
Here are the recommendations submitted by the testing units of both
tl1e inth and Twelfth Air Forces:
• A suggested vertigo-inducing
maneuver for jet aircraft would be to
place the aircraft in a nose-low attitude as in a penetration, then gradually roll into a penetration turn, and
suddenly stop the turn while blending
in opposite rudder. The reaction most
commonly noted was that the pilot increased the bank in the original direction, and thus entered a spiral.
(Note: This is a practical application
of maneuver o. 4.)
• In tandem seat aircraft it is difficult to time the roll in maneuver
Io. 5 to coincide with the student's
return to the normal seated position.
It is suggested that the maneuver be
modified so that a penetration descent and turn is set up with the
student observing. After the turn is
established, have the student close his
eyes or lower his gaze to the floor.
After approximately 20 seconds, have
the student bend over (head and
trunk down} , look left or right and
immediately assume the normal
seated position. In every case tested,
the strong sensation of climbing
either straight ahead or in the opposite direction was produced . This
maneuver simulates an actual situation frequ ently encountered, that of
changing radio channels during penetration turns.

• Reproduce, for trarnmg purposes, the sensation of climbing vertically. Under hooded conditions, this
sensation can be induced by a goaround from a low approach or a
GCA approach. This sensa tion of
climbing is produced by changing
from a slow airspeed for approach to
fu 11 power for climb airspeed, including afterburner for aircraft so
equipped. Th e change in angle of attack ·p l us aircraft acceleration produce a stron g sensation of a vertical
climb. ( Iote: This is a practical application of maneuver o. 3 in which
the otoliths are affected by acceleration in a foreaft direction .)
• Ver ti go- indu ci n g maneuvers
hould be incorporated in the instrument training curri culum of all Tactical Air Command units. The maneuvers of the inflight vertigo trainin g
program could be used as a guide
for developing maneuvers compatible
with the type of aircraft utilized.
• Th e U. S. Air Force Instrument
Pilot Instructors' School should analyze and develop basic maneuvers
uitable for vertigo training in aircraft now in the USAF inventory.
This information would be included
in the appropriate USAF publications
and in the curriculum of the Instrument Pilot Instructor's School.
Since the organs of equilibrium
which nature gave man cannot be expected to change, the experience of
verti go, di sorientation, or ensory illusions, whichever name you choose,
will continue to occur when conditions like those discussed are met.
The only practical remedial approach, therefore, will continue to be
that which has been used in the past:
training and education. If the pilot
understand s vertigo, its causes and
consequences, he will develop the confidence to follow the basic rule:
Believe those instruments; they are
more often right than wrong. A

Answers to T-Bird Quiz
Page 11

l. False

6. Tru e

2.

False

7.

True

3.

True

8.

Tru e

4.

False

9. True

5.

True

10. False
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Wh en confronted with a fire warning indication , follow you r planned
procedures. Make your d ecision , whether or not to eject, on the basis of sound reasoning .
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hink hard for just a moment and recall the first
time yo u had a fire warning light glow ominously
from the in strument pan el. Remember the initial impact this stimulu s had on you? You could probably write
pages about what happened, but one thing is certain:
your body called for every last scrap of its reso urces to
carry you throu gh that " moment of decision. " The truth
of the old phrase " There's no substitute for experience"
was proved again as th e answer to yo ur dil em ma came
to you from somewh ere deep in your subconscious mind.
You regained yo ur composure in only a split second and
went to work lo analyze and evaluate your situation.
Then you remembered: the Part II, 781, had mentioned a tech order on the fire warning system to be
comp li ed with on the next inspection. "Anything," the
crew chief had remarked, "would be an improvement on
the present system which ha cau ed o many fa] e alarms
on sq uadron aircraft. " This red li ght was probably another false alarm. So you used the applicable Flight
Hm1dbook procedure. Mayb e it went like this : power
was reduced, in strum ent inspected, neck twi ted to detect the telltale plume of smoke. No signs of fire, so you
hit hi gh and lo w key and brou ght it in over the fence
for a smooth landing. Th e fli ght ended safely with little
ow
more than a hazard report to be accomplished.
let's discuss why.
First, the resu Its of professional training came to your
rescue. Self-discipline, acquired through lon g months and
years of education, overcame the panic that exploded in
you when the fire warning li ght glowed red. Instead of
blindly ejecting, you stopped to think, took a moment to
evaluate yo ur situation.
Second, yo u knew yo ur procedures and followed them.
Third, after yo u redu ced the power, the rest was just
a matter of care ful flyin g. You went into the old, familiar flameout pattern which you had practiced a hun dred times.

T
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The Creator endowed man with a mind capable of
astou nding things. Like any living matter, it can be developed, refined, perfected. But the brain is a sensitive
mechanism, easily upset, often shaken and panicked.
Whil e " pani c" is an irksome word to many, especiall y to
a well-trained individual , it does repre ent an emotion
to which we can all fall victim . In our example, calmness
substituted for panic. While calm , the mind had a chance
to think , logic had a chance to help, and the ou tcome was
a so und decision ha ed on professional training.
After I decid ed to write this article I began checking
into the statistics. I wa urprised to learn that inflight
fire an d false fire warnings that cause premature ejection take such a big bite out of Air Force appropriations
each year.
I've had my own experiences with panic in connection
with the fire warning system, but I don' t hold myself out
as an expert on the subj ect. Anyway, since a friend defined an expert as "a person who avoids the small errors
as he sweeps on to th e grand fallacy," I've decided to be
ca utious about being an expert on anything. But some of
the test pilots here at Edwards are old hands at the flyin g game and I decided to check with them on their
pro cedures for handlin g this fire warning emergency.
All of them agreed th at yo u have to have a plan of action ready when that bri ght red light comes on. Don' t be
caught by surprise. There's no need to panic ; after all,
you 're still in the seat and still in one piece. That's in
yo ur favor. The first thing to do is reduce power and
search for evidence or effects of fi re. This is where
knowledge of the airplane's components and systems- especia ll y the fire warning system- pays off in a big way.
All those littl e things learned in hours of discussion with
crew chiefs, tech rep and other pilots now add up to
something important: maybe you can figure out just
wh at's wrong.
If possible, o-et a visual check from another aircraft.
And co nsider the location in ca e you do ej ect. Will sur-
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vival be a problem? Can the plane be set down safely?
Just rai sin g the armre ts and qu eezin g the trigger may
dump you out of the fryin g pan into the fire. If yo u have
a cour e of action-or reaction- planned for the moment
when that cary red light come on, you won't just sit
there tran fix ed with indecision and fear. You'll think,
act, urvey the situation, and come up wi th a solution
that will in all prpbability bring you throu gh the emergency afely. The important thing is BE READY.
The procedure in case of fire warning uggested by
the T.Os. for the Century Series vary somewhat from
plane to plane. But even if the procedures were alike, the
question naturally arises, do th ese T.Os. still leave room
for th pilot' own decision? The answer is an unequivocal yes. In the words of the old cliche, " It' part of a pilot's inherent responsibiliti es." The T.O. provides you
with a plan , not a dictated course of action.
I a ked Dick Johnson, Chief Engineering Test Pilot
for 0 J AIR at Edwards, what his first reaction was
to a fire warning light. His reply was simpl e : " Is it telling the truth ?"
He reminded me th at, with his rather ex tensive testin g e perience, he had become somewhat hardened
again t the shock of seeing the fire warning li ght blink
on. He emphasized the importance of knowing one's aircraft, e pecially the geometry of the fire warning system. With sound knowledge and a plan of action, he went
on, the pi lot can perhaps diagnose the troubl e and spare
him elf the dangers of ejection.
During Dick's career as a test pilot he has seen many
improvements made in the fire warning ystem and in
the overal l fire protection built into the aircraft. For example, the F-106 airframe i shi elded from the engine by
a titanium shroud . While he' d had a few false fire warn in g in the ' 102, he's had none in the ' 106, which certainl y hows ome progres .
" Takeoff is naturally the most critical, time to have
the fir e warning light come on," Dick continued. " I f the
SEPTEMBER ,
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pilot cannot abort safely, then he should try for as much
altitude as possible, not just for the sake of ejection but
to get himself some time and a relatively safe position so
he can do some level-headed analyzing. If the light comes
on while in flight, there's a lot Les sweat, because he's
got time and al,titude and can make a calm decision. If
there's a populated area below, he may not be so quick
to eject."
When I queried Dick on Jlameout landings as a tempting so luti on to fire warning indication his answer was,
" I t' s risky business. My advice is, don't shut off the engine until you're sure there's a fire."
And that took Dick back to hi first point: Is the fire
wa rnin g system telling the truth? "No matter how
tempted we may be to eliminate the warning system because of expense or unreliability or difficulty of maintenance," he said, "there will al,ways be a requirement for
it, es pecwlly in fighter aircraft. Learn the system and its
little peculiarities. Then you'll be able to get the truth
out of it."
Colonel "Andy" Anderson (Lt. Col. Clarence E. Anderson, Chi ef, Flight Test Opera ti on Div., AFFTC ) wa
th e next pilot I put the probl em to . He surprised me b y
telling me th at thou gh he' been checked out in jet.
sin ce 1948, he's never had a fire or even had a fire warnin g light come on.
" But I've got a plan of action all worked out if the
light do es come on," he said. "The point I'd like to
make, though, is that to my way of thinking it's just
another emergency, to be thought out in advance with al,l
the possible al,ternatives clear in my mind. It won't be
too long before a near-perfect warning system is developed, and in the meantime, the smart pilot will know the
geometry of the one he's using. For my money, the most
critical time for a fire warning light to come on is on
takeoff. This is the most likely time for an indication,
trne or fals e, 'cause it's the fir st time you wind 'e r up to
f1dl power. If you've got enough rnnway for a safe abort ,
27

do it, otherwise gain as much altitude as you can for a
safe ejection or time to analyze the condition. If you're
in flight when the fire warning comes on, I think the
best thing is to reduce to idle power and evaluate the
situation befor e stopcocking prior to ejection or flam eout landing. Ejection isn't the safest way of coming
down, and deadsticking the Century fi ghters requires
ideal conditions. So analyze first, but if good judgment
says 'p,iect,' then get out of it- fast ."
When I mentioned the fire warnin g problem to George
Jansen, Flight Operations Manager for Dou glas, at Edwards, the fi rst thing he said was, " The reliability of
present fire warning systems is wholly inadequate. In
my opinion, 80 per cent of the fire warning indications
I know about have been fals e alarms ..
"Sure, I'm a multi-engine pilot, with that many more
engines to harass me, but that's still a large figure and
represents a lot of scared pilots. In two years of test
flying the C-133 I had five-FIVE- fals e fire warnings.
Company procedure is to shut down the engine and investigate the cause of the warning down on the ground,
but this wastes thousands of dollars in lost time and e ffort. I'd like to see a system developed whereby the pilot
could check out either part or all the circuitry at any
time. This way he could test, analyze, isolate and probably draw a pretty accurate conclusion as to the existence
o f a fi,re, should his lights come on. But the system
should be rigf?ed so that malfunctions did not show up as
fire warning indications ."
"What does a multi-engine pilot like you think is
proper procedure for a single-engine driver to use if he
gets an indi cation?" I asked him.
" !don't know what he'd do, but I know what I'd do ,"
George replied. " If the fire warning occurs close to the
ground, l' d get as much altitude as possible in a climbing
turn and reduce my power to idle, if necessary. While
turninr;: T'd check for smoke trails and have another aircraft f{ive me a double check. Another thing, no matter
how high l was I'd always climb for a little more altitude. Gives you time to think."
While each of the pilots I'd talked to had his own ideas
on the subj ect of fire warning indications, they all emphasized the same thin e;-take a moment to stop and
analyze the situation before doin g anythin g drasti c.
Bob Baker, Chief Experimental Test Pilot for North
American , was no exception. " I've always felt that a pilot
should gather his wits and take a moment to analyze his
situation when that fire warning li[!ht comes on, and
not just blast out into the unknown. My pilots think the
same way, and we've finall y r;:ot our thinkinr;: on the matter- in coniunction with ARDC and DFSR- into the
F-100 Flight Manuals ."
Bob went on to tell of North American's procedure
wherein an aircraft with a fire warning automatically
notifi es the tower and an y ch ase aircraft in the vicinity.
Bob and his pilots have a carefull y thou ght out plan of
action to depend on , in case of a fire emergency. And
they know their fire warnin g system down to the last
filament and probe.
I asked Bob what he thomrht of the idea of discontinuing fire warning systems. He was emphatic in his answer: " Let's not kill development on an item as important as this. Let's learn and understand the present systems, utilizing them to their best advantage, and improve
their development."
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The last man I talked to, Mr. Robert Denn, Experimental Test Pilot for Pratt & Whitney (Edwards) , had
not been as lucky as some of the others. He almost lost
his life during a deadstick landing of an F-80 when the
elevator control rods burned off when he was close to the
ground. In a test flight of an F-100 some time later, he
received an engine compartment fire warning and, following T.O. instructions, ejected. Subsequent investigation revealed that an electrical fire had destro yed the
fire warning circuitry but apparently had not been extensive enough to have precluded saving the aircraft.
But as Bob said, with a touch of sarcasm in his voice,
"Hindsight is more revealing than foresight." The memory of his F-80 accident, the T.O. instructions which
required ejection under these circumstances (since
changed, as brou ght out by Bob Baker of North American, above) and the lack of a suitable landing area had
all influenced his judgment.
Bob commented freely and at som e length on the inadequacies of present fire warnin g systems. He revealed
that, followin g his F-100 accident, Pratt & Whitney had
modified one of their test vehicles so that a more detailed analysis of a fire warning; could be obtained by the
pilot throu gh a selective switch arrangement in the cockp~t. The condition of various heat probes throughout the
aJrcraft could be tested through independent circuits.
Thus the pilot had a better opportunity of diagnosing the
true condition of his aircraft if the warning li ghts went
on.
"Even this is not foolproof ," Bob went on, "but it
affords the pilot an opportunity to improve his logic
during a critical situation. Sure, we need a foolpro of
system, but this will only come about as the result of
continuous testing and development. I've spent a lot of
time researching this matter, and I've found that nearly
foolproof systems are availabe engineering-wise, but
there are many drawbacks to them. They're not practical because of their weight, cost or complexity.
"However, taking our present systems as they stand,''
he continued, there's one thing that could be changed
now: the nomenclature in the cockpit that says 'Fire' or
'Fire Engine Compartment.' This could be toned down
to reflect a more realistic condition, perhaps, and just
say 'Fire Alert' to indicate the possibility versus the actuality. Y es, present systems have deficiencies, but that's
all the more reason why the pilot should know the system tho roughly. l think Flight Manuals should have
more detailed information on the system ."
When I asked Bob to sum up h is advice he said " The
pilot should have patience and analyze the situation befor e ejecting. If he doesn't, he's likely to be worse off,
considering that the ejection process is not the safest
way to get on the ground.''
~ell , there yo u have them, many th oughts on one
sub1 ect, yet all fo ll owing a similar pattern. In sum they
sav:: pre ent fire warn in g sy terns are not 100 per cent
reliable, and have caused numerous accidents, some
throu gh premature ej ection. Development of an ideal fire
warning system is essential and likely in the future. In
the meantime, pilots have the capacity to bridge this
temporary deficiency throu gh trainin g and preparation.
It all adds up to this : When you're confronted with
a fire warning; indication, Don' t Panic ! Have a plan and
follow it. Make your deci ion on the basis of sound reasoning. .£.
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• Letters to the Editor (Continued From Page One) •
Controller Training
This headquarters has established a train·
ing program for jet indoctrination of Air
Trallic Control personnel. The main purpose of this course is to give our controllers a better understanding of the physical
and mental problems encountered by the
jet pilot in normal operations and a better appreciation of the various emergency
situations that may confront him. We believe that a controller's ability to perform
his job depends a great deal on an appreci·
a.lion of the problems peculiar to and af.
Iecting the operation of the a ircraft. Since
jets present many unique problems and
procedures, it is important that ground
personnel engaged in tl1e control of such
aircraft receive special and formal indoctrination in jet operations.
The consistently excellent material contained in your magazine has been selected
by this headquarters to be used as a train·
ing aid for this program and therefore request that our AACS squadrons be added
to FLYING SAFETY's mailing list.

UR It, Captain!

It is requested that an article be published in the next issue of your magazine
on the contents of this letter.
On 29 May 1959 I was called to the PE
section of a squadron and shown a B-5
parachute which had been repacked and
issued with the locking pin stcill in the pilot
chute. (See accompanying pictures.) The
man who packed the chute, and his super·
visor, were present when we pulled the
ripcord. Nothing happened except a bulge
showing that the chute wanted to blossom.
A shaking of the back pack by hand caused
the chute to drop out and fall to the table.
The supervisor said that wind buffet would
have opened the chute. (To me this
sounded like an obvious effort to defend
his man.)
It seems that a pilot was being fitted
with this chute when an airman noticed
the rod ends sticking out of the pack. The
history of this event is interesting .. . re·
packed 13 May 1959 . . . discovered 29
May 1959. This rod wa not discovered on
the 10-day inspection in the interim. The
required 18" rod and streamer were not
availaihle ... the man used substi tute item
1014" long without streamer.
The T.O. required rod bas since been
locally made and a streamer attached to
each. The tech order (T.O. 14Dl-2-81)
leaves a lot to be desired. For instance, the
pho tos show non-standard rods being used
(somewhat simjlar to the almost fatal one
in accompanying pictures) yet the sketch
of the 18" rod is quite explicit.
A low altitude ejection with this B-5 and
all of its fast-time items would surely have
been fatal. All chutes on this base have
been checked for this condition and this
has become a source for providing impetus
to our quality control efforts.

Maj . Edwin T. Brady
Director of Operations
Hq Alaskan AACS Region
Thanks for the kind words. Your squad·
rons are on the mailing list and we hope
/,hat your AACS training program will be
a real boost to its controllers.

* * *

Capt. Robert A. McCauley
FSO, 7486th AB Gp APO 115 NY
The UR is still in vogue, Captain.

* * *

Airfield Hazard
This picture shows how operations personnel a·t one base solved an airfield facilities problem.
An airfield marker li&ht had been placed
on a concrete block which had a dangerously high li p. Individuals interested in
removing this hazard tried to get Installations to grade the surface level up to the
top of rhe concrete block. Promises of ac·
tion "at some indefinite future time" was
the best they could get.
Officially, the flying safety individual who
placed the ·b alloon on the concrete block
was trying to warn pilots against running
off the runway at a point where damage to
aircraft was probable.
Unofficially, the balloon served to remind
Installations that they had promised to take
care of the hazard "sometime real soon."
"Real soon" came very quickly-after the
balloon was raised . In fact, th at particular
airfield hazard no longer exists.
Col. Robert C. Brown
AF Sr. Advisor
Massachusetts ANG
Let's buy some more balloons!
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* * *

Parachute Landing Fall
have read the arti cle, "How Hard," in
the March issue and the comments by Lt.
Francis Coyle, in the July book. Many
things have been said for and against train·
ing of aircrew members in parachutin g pro·
cedures. True, to relax when making a
parachute landing is very important, but
to relax and let your body fall whichever
way it chooses is not right. Lt. Coyle's
method of looking up into the canopy is, as
he states, not the proper method; in fact,
it is a very dangerous method. On contact,
you could very easily snap your neck.
To wrap this whole thing up, a parachute
landing fall is the recommended method
used by the Airborne Infantry School and
taught here at the USAF Combat Survival
Course. We emphasize the importance of
relaxing.
Prior to contact, you should have both
feet together, knees slightl y bent, hands
high on risers, eyes on the horizon, and
relax.
U pan contact, you should have feet together, knees slightly bent, elbows and
h·ands pulled down on chest, and your chin
on chest. Now relax-and fold into the five
points of contact:
• balls of feet
• calf of leg, eidrnr side
• thigh
• buttock
• across small of back onto pushup
muscle (side of back).
All it takes is training, not only here at
Stead but also at your own bases. To know
how to make a paPachu te landing fall is
as important as the proper fitting of your
parachute harness.
And as a closing reminder: Don't forget
your boots!

SSgt. John R. Schumann, USAF
Combat Survival Standboard
Stead AFB , Nevada
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Planes take off on weather flight,
Mal's in lead of neophyte.
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"Not a ceiling I can't crack.
Stick with Mal I'll bring you back."

On unit freq Mal makes boast,
"Flight through fronts is just 'the most.' "
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With hail our Mal has reckoned not,
Aluminum sieves don't fly so hot.
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Flight to Mal was once appealing,
Now he has that 'let down' feeling.
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